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Abstract

Ultra-low energy photoreceivers for optical interconnects

by

Ryan Wayne Going

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering – Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Ming C Wu, Chair

Optical interconnects are increasingly important for our communication and data center
systems, and are forecasted to be an essential component of future computers. In order to
meet these future demands, optical interconnects must be improved to consume less power
than they do today. To do this, both more e�cient transmitters and more sensitive receivers
must be developed. This work addresses the latter, focusing on device level improvements
to tightly couple a low capacitance photodiode with the first stage transistor of the receiver
as a single phototransistor device.

First I motivate the need for a coupled phototransistor using a simple circuit model which
shows how receiver sensitivity is determined by photodiode capacitance and the length of
wire connecting it to the first transistor in a receiver amplifier. Then I describe our use of
the unique rapid melt growth technique, which is used to integrate crystalline germanium
on silicon photonics substrates without an epitaxial reactor. The resulting material quality
is demonstrated with high quality (0.95 A/W, 40+ GHz) germanium photodiodes on silicon
waveguides.

Next I describe two germanium phototransistors I have developed. One is a germanium-
gated MOSFET on silicon photonics which has up to 18 A/W gate-controlled responsivity
at 1550 nm. Simulations show how MOSFET scaling rules can be easily applied to increase
both speed and sensitivity. The second is a floating base germanium bipolar phototransistor
on silicon photonics with a 15 GHz gain x bandwidth product. The photoBJT also has a clear
scaling path, and it is proposed to create a separate gain and absorption region photoBJT to
realize the maximum benefit of scaling the BJT without negatively a↵ecting its absorption
and photocarrier collection. Following this design a 120 GHz gain x bandwidth photoBJT
is simulated. Finally I present a metal-cavity, which can have over 50% quantum e�ciency
absorption in sub-100 aF germanium photodiodes, which addresses the issue of absorption
in photodiodes which have been scaled to near sub-wavelength dimensions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since the widespread proliferation of the internet, we have become immersed with a wider
variety of electronic services, from online banking, to shopping from home, downloading
movies directly to your TV, and chatting with friends and family halfway across the globe.
We store and retrieve thousands of emails, photos, and songs, and and search entire libraries
worth of written materials from our computers or phones. With the advent of the internet
of things[5], even more devices, your home appliances and even your car, will be connected
to the internet to communicate with each other and the outside world. Running all of these
things are massive data centers the size of football fields with power bills larger than those
of small cities[6], which contain thousands of individual servers all connected to each other.

Currently datacenters account for roughly 2% of all electricity usage in the United States,
and this is projected to increase in the near future[6]. Because the majority of the economic
cost and power consumption of a data center is driven by cooling, many are looking to replace
power ine�cient electrical interconnections with optical interconnects[6].

While electrical wires are remarkably e�cient for short reach communications, e.g. we
use them daily with USB, ethernet, etc., their e�ciency is limited to short lengths. One
reason is that the longer the electrical cable, the more energy is dissipated in the wire to
communicate. This is because fundamentally the wire is a capacitor which must be charged
and discharged to the communication voltage. Its capacitance is linearly correlated to its
length, about 200 pF/m[7], so the longer the wire the more energy per bit of data must be
dissipated in the cable.

Energy/bit = CV 2 (1.1)

Optical interconnections, however, do not require charging or discharging of the optical
fiber[7], rather there is a fixed cost for the generation of the photons themselves. For this
reason, it has generally been easy for optical links to displace electrical links for very long
reaches, e.g. under-sea cables, but for shorter reaches, e.g. usb cables, metal lines on the
PCB motherboard, electrical lines remain more e�cient. In order to eventually displace
these shorter electrical links with optics, the light source must be made more e�cient, and
the optical receiver must be made more sensitive.
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As another example, if we look even further out into the future, we can examine the
power consumption by metal lines in a modern CPU using numbers from the 2012 ITRS
report[8]. Using their metrics for estimations on clock speed, chip area, total metal layers,
and their estimates for interconnect power consumption per metal layer, we can estimate
the total power consumption for metal interconnects on a CMOS chip. The results show
that for 2012, the interconnects were accounting for almost 80% of the total power budget of
the CPU. Using their estimates for 2020 with a similar calculation, the interconnect power
appears to exceed the total power budget by 91%, which is clearly impossible. What this
means is that either major improvements will need to be made to the cooling, such as liquid
cooling, the clock speed will need to be reduced, or there will need to be a radical change to
the metal interconnects[8]. One potential option is to replace the global metal lines, those
running the longest distances across the chip, with optical interconnects.

Table 1.1: ITRS predictions of interconnect power consumption for high performance CPUs

2012 2020
Max. Power Budget 161 W 130 W
Chip Area 140 mm2 111 mm2

Metal Layers 12 14
Clock Speed 3.74 GHz 5.33 GHz
Interconnect Power Index [W/Ghz-cm2] 1.8-2 2.5-3
Estimated Interconnect Power Consumption 125 W 248 W
Estimated Interconnect Power Consumption
as fraction of total power budge

78% 191%

While much emphasis has been placed on making lasers for optical communications more
e�cient and lower power [9] ultimately it is the sensitivity of the receiver that will determine
the total link power consumption since this will determine the optical power level used for
communication. In this dissertation, the focus is on exploring what is needed to achieve a
very sensitive receiver, and ways to potentially achieve this by demonstrating novel photo-
transistor devices.

Chapter 2 examines a simple photoreceiver model from an energy perspective to motivate
the need to scale down the capacitance of the photodiode and to integrate it with the receiver
to form a phototransistor. Since all of the devices in this work are built on silicon photonics,
this chapter will also briefly introduce silicon photonics and why it is an essential platform
as a solution to the short-scale optical interconnect problem.

Chapter 3 introduces the rapid melt growth technique for obtaining crystalline germa-
nium on oxide, which we have made use of for all of the fabricated devices described in this
work. The material quality is characterized and it is shown how we integrated this technique
into our device processing. As a starting point, a demonstration germanium pin photodiode
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is demonstrated, showing both DC and RF characteristics, which can be used as a point of
comparison for further phototransistor devices.

Chapter 4 describes the photoMOSFET, which was largely adapted from the idea and
work proposed by the Saraswat group at Stanford, which used a poly-crystalline germanium
gate on bulk silicon[10]. Our device is a silicon MOSFET on SOI with a single-crystal
germanium gate, which forms the optically active region. The basic device design, along
with measurements of a preliminary photoMOSFET are presented. Some thoughts on the
future scaling possibility of the device are given.

Chapter 5 describes a bipolar phototransistor which is built as a germanium npn homo-
junction BJT. The basic design and simulations are presented along with initial experimental
results of a floating base bipolar phototransistor. Also some initial simulations are shown
which provide a path towards scaling the photoBJT to large gain bandwidth products.

Chapter 6 explores how to scale the photodiode or phototransistor to very small scales.
Specifically structures are simulated where the active semiconductor material is on the or-
der of the di↵raction limited spot size of the light it is trying to detect. By placing the
semiconductor in a well designed optical cavity, resonantly enhanced photodetector can be
achieved.

Chapter 7 ties together all of these topics and concludes by proposing how they could
be combined and scaled to enable ultra-sensitive photoreceivers on silicon photonics. Some
thoughts are also given to potential future directions of this research.
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Chapter 2

Low Energy Interconnects on Silicon
Photonics

While it is understood that energy consumption by the optical link is a problem which must
be addressed in order to make it a compelling solution for replacement of electrical wire
interconnects, we must first understand how energy is dissipated in an optical link from
a very basic perspective. Several papers have been written describing the constraints for
optical interconnects if they are to replace electrical interconnects [7, 9, 11]. Depending
on the application and communication distance, they provide di↵erent energy targets for
optical link performance. In high-performance computing, for example, where interconnects
would bridge multiple servers, the energy target for 2020 is put at 1 pJ/bit for the optical
link [9]. For 2022, Miller puts a stricter benchmark for 1m or shorter interconnects at 100
fJ/bit [7]. In all of these analyses a similar argument is made for improving the energy per
bit consumption by the optical link by means of two primary factors. One is to increase
the e�ciency of the generation and transmission of the light in the link. The second is to
increase the receiver sensitivity by means of reducing the photodiode capacitance[7]. In the
following section, we will use a simple photoreceiver circuit model to explain this reasoning,
and motivate the remainder of this work in shrinking the photodiode and tightly coupling it
to the first transistor stage of the receiver.

2.1 Calculating the Energy per bit for a simplified
photoreceiver

We will assume a very simple model for our photoreceiver for future optical interconnects,
which is seen in Fig 2.1. The receiver consists simply of a photodiode, which has some
capacitance, C

PD

, that is connected directly to MOSFET transistor in a common-source
amplifier configuration. We assume the MOSFET has some gate capacitance, C

g

, and that
there is some wire connecting the two, which also has capacitance, C

wire

. The output of
the transistor is then applied directly to a following logic stage, which will have some load
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Figure 2.1: Simplified receiver circuit model.

capacitance as well, C
load

, and which will require a certain voltage, V
out

to switch to a
logical ’on’ state. For considering the total link, we will assume our transmission path, or
optical fiber, is lossless, and that the light source simply has some quantum e�ciency, ⌘

trans

,
associated with its ability to produce photons.

We begin by examining the basic power consumption, which comes from two sources, the
transmitter energy to produce the light, and the receiver energy to convert the light back
into electrical signal and amplify it, written respectively as the first and second terms in
Eq. 2.1. The energy it takes to create the light is simply the photon energy, h̄!, with some
quantum e�ciency, ⌘

trans

, times the total number of photons per bit, N
ph

, times the overall
bit rate, f

op

. Not included in this analysis are any transmission losses, though the final
expression could incorporate this by simply factoring them into the transmitter quantum
e�ciency. The power consumption of the receiver is much simpler, as it is simply the voltage
and current product going through the receiver transistor. Combining these two together
gives the equation for power consumption,

P = h̄!⌘
trans

N
ph

f
op

+ I
D

V
D

(2.1)

This can be converted into an expression for energy per bit, E/bit, by dividing the total
power consumption by the bit rate

E/bit = h̄!⌘
trans

N
ph

+
I
D

V
D

f
op

(2.2)

Now to make this a more useful expression, we need to re-write I
D

in terms of the
input and output voltages and capacitances involved in the circuit, so that we can see the
relationship between the photodiode capacitance, the number of photons per bit used to
communicate, and the total energy consumption. We can first describe the transconductance
gain of the transistor, since we know that a certain amount of gain will be needed to amplify
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the input photodiode signal, V
in

to the needed output voltage, V
out

. Using a simple expression
for g

m

,

g
m

=
I
D

2V
ov

(2.3)

where V
ov

is the overdrive voltage of the transistor, or the amount of voltage applied above
the threshold voltage. If we assume to operate the transistor at its peak performance, and
that we can ideally make a transistor with a large enough bandwidth to support the gain
and operating frequency we desire, then we can imagine out operating frequency will simply
be the 3dB point of our amplifier determined by the RC constant of the transistor amplifier
and its voltage gain. This can be written in the following way

2⇡f
op

=
g
m

A
V

C
load

(2.4)

Putting these together we can now write the expression for I
D

in terms of operating
frequency, voltage gain, and load capacitance

I
D

= 2V
ov

2⇡f
op

A
V

C
load

(2.5)

However this is still not the complete story, we must then more accurately tie the
transconductance to the amount of amplification, which will simply be

A
V

=
V
out

V
in

(2.6)

The final piece is then to express the input photovoltage as a function of photodiode capaci-
tance and the number of input photons, which is the crucial element of this entire derivation.
If we imagine the photodiode, input wire, and gate on the MOSFET as a large capacitor,
when the photocurrent is generated through absorption of incident light, that photocurrent
will charge up that capacitor to a certain voltage, V

in

. The amount of charge generated is
then a relationship between the overall capacitance and the total number of charges gener-
ated, which directly corresponds to the total number of incident photons. Writing this more
formally we can express it the following way

V
in

=
qN

ph

⌘
det

C
PD

+ C
g

+ C
wire

(2.7)

Combining these we then get the following expression for drain current as a function of

I
D

=
4⇡V

ov

V
out

C
load

(C
PD

+ C
g

+ C
wire

) f
op

qN
ph

⌘
det

(2.8)

Finally we insert this into our original energy per bit expression, to create a more il-
luminating expression of energy per bit which takes into account capacitance and photon
number.

E/bit = h̄!⌘
trans

N
ph

+
4⇡V

ov

V
out

V
D

C
load

(C
PD

+ C
g

+ C
wire

)

qN
ph

⌘
det

(2.9)
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Figure 2.2: Energy per bit relationship with various amounts of photodiode capacitance.

We can now use this equation and put in some example numbers to examine some rela-
tionships. For simplicity we will assume that the emitter and detector e�ciencies, ⌘

trans

and
⌘
det

will be 100%, however this expression is obviously more general. We will then assume
that all voltages at 1 V, since this is very close to the line voltage used in modern CMOS[8].
For overdrive voltage, we will assume 100 mV, since it is typical for the line voltage to be
roughly only 100 mV above the threshold voltage. Finally, for gate and load capacitance, we
will assume 200 aF, since this is fairly typical for current gate thicknesses and dimensions
from the ITRS tables[8]. This leaves the remaining variables to be the combined photodiode
and wire capacitances, and the number of photons used to communicate. Figure 2.2 plots the
energy per bit relationship between these two, showing very clearly the e↵ects of reducing
photodiode capacitance.

From the figure, several key trends are evident. First is that in all cases, there is a clear
trade-o↵ between using a smaller number of photons and reducing energy consumption,
since in all cases there is an energy minimum. This comes about from the two sources of
power consumption, transmitter and receiver. Using a small number of photons will reduce
energy consumption up to a point because it costs energy to produce the photons in the
transmitter. However when the number of photons becomes too few, the photodiode signal
is very low, and a large amount of power must be supplied to amplify the signal. Thus for a
given amount of photodiode capacitance, there will always be an energetic minimum. Most
importantly, as we reduce the capacitance of the photodiode, including the wire connecting
it to the receiver, that minimum energy deceases, as does the optimal number of photons per
bit. This e↵ectively says decreasing the capacitance of the photodiode increases the overall
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receiver sensitivity allowing a more energy e�cient optical link.
What this means is the basis of the rest of this work, which is that to create more energy

e�cient optical links, we must reduce the capacitance of the photodiode, and couple it as
tightly as possible to the first stage of the receiver. The closest possible configuration is to
monolithically integrate the photodiode with the first transistor to create a phototransistor.
This is of course also equivalent to introducing gain into the photodiode itself. In the
following section we will explore some recent reports of work following this line of thought.

While the predicted energy per bit and number of photons seems very encouraging, there
a number of things this model neglects that will be important in a true optical link. The first
assumption of perfect transmitter e�ciency is very idealized, and true lasers will certainly
have less than ideal e�ciency. Additionally, it is common to have an external modulator to
the laser as it is very di�cult to directly modulate a laser at the higher bit rates typically
envisioned for high end optical links.

Second we have totally ignored any signal to noise considerations by focusing entirely on
the signal. However this could easily be extended to include those, since the largest noise
source in this model is shot noise from the bias current in the amplifying transistor[12]. What
this would mean is that overall the minimum energy per bit of all of the curves would likely
be shifted upward, since some additional amplification or extra photons would be needed
to overcome the noise level for a given bit error rate. Additionally, the curves would also
likely feature a more asymptotic curves as the photon number decreased, since the extra
amplification needed at low photon numbers would introduce extra noise from the larger
bias current, which in turn would require even more amplification to overcome. Thus there
would be some minimum photon number below which it would be impossible to achieve a
given signal to noise ratio.

Finally we ignore all of the additional circuitry used both on the transmitter side to bias
and drive the laser and modulator, and on the receiver side, where additional amplifiers are
used to further amplify and modify the signal, such as TIAs, limiting amplifiers, equalization
circuits, and clock-data recovery circuits[12]. All of these add additional power consumption,
which will dramatically increase the true energy per bit cost of an optical link, which is why
it is essential to properly engineer all of the components going into the system. One possible
area where there may be a significant gain, is on the receiver side, if the initial photodiode
or phototransistor can be made sensitive enough, some of the extra amplifiers or equalizers
may be reduced, which would certainly reduce overall power consumption. This however is
speculative and beyond the scope of this work.

2.2 Compact integration on silicon photonics

What this model demonstrates is not only that the photodiode must be highly scaled to
enable low capacitance, but that the receiving electronics must also be tightly integrated so as
to reduce stray capacitance from the wires connecting the two. Because discrete components
by definition are not going to be tightly integrated, this calls for a platform where photonic
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components and CMOS electronics can be very tightly integrated. One such platform which
has been developed very heavily in the last several years is silicon photonics [13, 14], which
builds a variety of photonic components on a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer in a CMOS
compatible process. While some have used this to attempt monolithic co-fabrication of
photonic and electronic components[15], most have simply used the silicon photonics platform
as a way to cheaply, and e�ciently utilize existing CMOS foundry technology to build high-
quality photonic chips that can then be wirebonded[16] or flip-chip bonded[17] to driving
CMOS electronics.

For silicon photonics to be an e↵ective, dense, and compact platform, there must first be
a variety of components which can replicate the function and performance of their discrete
counterparts. The following sections will briefly describe some of these e↵orts more recently
reported in the literature, such as silicon waveguides for transporting and guiding the light,
grating and tapered couplers to interface the silicon photonics chip with optical fibers to
get light onto and o↵ of the chip, splitters and other optical routing elements, on-chip laser
sources, as well as on-chip modulators, and finally detectors, all of which when combined
can form a complete optical link.

2.2.1 Waveguides

In creating a compact optical system on a chip with silicon photonics, some of the first work
was done to evaluate the use of silicon on oxide as a waveguiding layer for near-infrared light
(1300-1600 nm)[14]. Because of the large index contrast between silicon and oxide or silicon
and air, light will be confined in the silicon, and since it is transparent at those wavelengths,
there should be relatively low losses. Much of the initial work was done on single-mode
silicon waveguides[18], and work is continuing to be done to improve propagation losses
in waveguides[19], with figures as low as 0.026 dB/cm. Much of the loss is due to either
free carrier absorption, which is negated in substrates with extremely pure silicon, and
more prominently in scattering losses due to sidewall roughness[14]. As a result, a variety of
thicknesses and widths of waveguides have been reported[18], with a more common thickness
being 220 nm[14]. Because of sidewall roughness, the bending radius is also a limitation, and
much work has been done to optimize sidewalls through photoresist reflow and oxidation
smoothing to create very smooth walls, which has been used to demonstrate a silicon ring
resonator with Q=2.2 x 107[20].

2.2.2 Fiber Coupling

Because the typical cross-sectional dimensions for a single mode silicon waveguide are 220 x
500 nm, but the core diameter for a single mode optical fiber is 10 µm, there is a significant
mode overlap problem which must be overcome when trying to couple light onto and o↵
of a silicon photonics chip. There are generally two approaches take, one using a grating
coupler[21] and the other involving a tapering of the silicon waveguide to match optical
fiber mode[22, 23]. In this work we make use of grating couplers, and an example of a
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Figure 2.3: Scanning electron micrograph of an example fabricated grating coupler used in
experiments in this work.

typical grating coupler can be seen in Fig. 2.3. Grating couplers make use of sub-wavelength
di↵raction gratings which re-direct light from a normal incident optical fiber to an in-plane
waveguide, which is then typically tapered down to the single mode width[21]. While the
simplest grating coupler simply uses a shallow etch groove with a 50% duty cycle, and a
rectangular lateral shape to match the size of the optical fiber mode[21], this generally results
in a coupler which has insertion losses of about 5 dB, with 1 dB spectral bandwidths of 40
nm. To improve on this, many have worked to optimize the burried oxide layer thickness
under the grating coupler[24], adjusted the spacing between trenches[25, 26], and added
overlay layers[27]. To date some of the best reported insertion losses are around 0.5 dB, but
requiring extremely small lithography and exotic substrate preparation[28].

The other method for coupling light onto the silicon chip is through tapering of the silicon
waveguide. This can be done by widening the waveguide to more closely match the fiber
diameter[22], or utilize a secondary material as a mode-converter with an inverse tapered
waveguide, which pushed the light into the lower-index material[23]. While there are benefits
over a grating coupler, such as having lower insertion loss, a more broadband coupling, and
being polarization insensitive[23], these come at the expense of needing to couple at the edge
of the chip, restricting chip layouts, and with reduced tolerances for mis-alignment of the
fiber[23]. Typically a tapered or lensed fiber is also used, which has a smaller diameter more
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closely matched to a small diameter waveguide[29].

2.2.3 Optical Routing

In order to e↵ectively route the light around the chip, there must also be ways to split
the light to di↵erent waveguides. This can be done by using y-splitters to split the optical
power in half between two waveguides or combine two waveguides[30]. To couple a specific
amount of light from one waveguide to another, a coupling length can be specified to create a
directional coupler[31]. Many of these can then be used in parallel with multiple waveguides
to route light from many waveguide ports to many waveguide ports, such as was recently
reported using directional couplers and MEMS actuators[32].

To route light based on its wavelength, such as for wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM), a variety of methods have been used. A very simple structure involves using a ring
resonator[33], though because of their narrow resonance, they generally must be thermally
tuned. Another common wavelength sensitive routing structure is the Echelle grating[34],
which is generally quite large, several mm2 in typical dimensions. Finally there is the arrayed
waveguide grating (AWG), which can be compact and generally does not require thermal
tuning[35]. Recently AWGs have been demonstrated to be a fully integrated WDM silicon
photonic receiver[36].

2.2.4 Light Sources

Although there is continual work done to attempt a silicon laser, because silicon does not
have a direct band gap, it generally makes a very poor emitter. There was a demonstration
of a silicon Raman laser[37, 38] it still requires an external optical pump. There has also
been some initial work to demonstrate lasing in germanium[39, 40] or in germanium-tin
alloys[41]. However these are also fairly ine�cient at the moment, and require extraordinary
doping levels and built-in strain in order to laser at room temperature. For the moment,
the preferred method to get light onto silicon photonic chips is through direct wafer bonding
of III-V materials[42, 43], which allows for common III-V direct bandgap materials to be
monolithically integrated for distributed feedback lasers on silicon waveguides. This is done
typically with either an oxide bonding technique or through a polymer adhesive such as
BCB. Grating couplers are added to the silicon waveguide to form a DFB cavity for the
III-V laser[42].

2.2.5 Modulators

Although silicon does not have a direct electro-optic e↵ect like that of LiNbO3, a commonly
used material for discrete modulators[44], it does absorb light in the near infrared through
free carrier absorption[44], and large carrier concentrations also change the refractive index.
Because of this, silicon modulators are generally p-n diodes, which can be either forward or
reverse biased to either inject excess carrier or deplete carriers to shift the refractive index[44].
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Because the change is fairly weak, if the modulators are in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer
(MZI) configuration, the modulators must be quite long, which incurs both large amounts of
optical loss, and large amounts of power dissipation from the electrical bias[44, 45]. Because
of this, many are pursuing ring-resonator based silicon modulators, where small changes in
refractive index can have a greater e↵ect[44]. Because of their reduced size, ring modulators
can also be made to operate very quickly, up to 50 GB/s[46], however like ring resonators
for routing, also generally require some thermal tuning. An alternative to silicon is the use
of germanium quantum wells as an electro-absorption modulator, utilizing the quantum-
confined stark e↵ect[47]. However this type of modulator is less developed and typically has
a worse insertion loss than a silicon modulator.

2.2.6 Detectors

Much work has been spent on Ge based detectors[48–57], which will be described in more
detail in the following sections. There have also been attempts to induce defect states in
silicon for sub-bandgap detection of light by inducing defect states into silicon, but there is
generally very low amounts of absorption in silicon in the 1300-1550 nm wavelength range,
and so responsivites are generally quite low, and complicated or large structures must be built
to incorporate resonance [58]. Others have incorporated tin into germanium photodiodes in
order to extend their detection range beyond 1550 nm or to increase the absorption coe�cient
at 1550 nm [59, 60].

2.3 Previous work integrating germanium
photodetectors with gain

From the simple model calculating energy per bit for an optical link, we can see that the
photodiode should be connected as closely as possible to the first stage transistor of the
receiver electronics. This is to realize the gains of reducing photodiode capacitance by using
a short, small-capacitance wire to connect to the receiver. Some have focused on simply
packaging the receiver as closely as possible to the photodiode to achieve this, such as with
wire-bonding[16]. A method for even closer integration that shows great promise is to flip-
chip bond the silicon photonics chip to the CMOS receiver chip[17]. Others have even tried
monolithic integration of both photonic and electronic components to increase sensitivity
but at a drastically more complicated fabrication process[15].

One of the more traditional ways to incorporate gain into the photodiode is through the
use of an avalanche photodiode (APD). APDs work by biasing the photodiode to near the
breakdown voltage, where photogenerated electrons and holes will cause impact ionization
events as they are collected, creating additional carriers, and thus additional current[61].
APDs generally can have high gain and high speed, and have been used reliably in long-haul
telecommunications links[12]. Recently the gain and bandwidth of APDs has been dramat-
ically improved by optimizing material choice, and creating separate regions for absorption
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and multiplication with germanium and silicon[4]. While the gain bandwidth product, 340
GHz, is very impressive, the APD requires a voltage of nearly 25 V to achieve this. Several
other groups have reported using pure germanium with narrow contact spacings to reduce
the voltages down to 6 V or even 3 V[62, 63]. However even these voltages are still well
above the standard CMOS line voltage of roughly 1 V. Additionally, avalanche gain is has
additional excess noise due to the statistical nature of the multiplication process, which can
reduce the sensitivity benefits coming from the integrated gain[12]. Finally, for a fixed volt-
age, avalanche gain has been shown to dramatically reduce when the ambient temperature
is elevated[64]. This is an important consideration for short scale interconnects due to the
likelihood of being placed in or near the CPU, which can easily reach temperatures well
above room temperature.

The immediate phototransistor that comes to mind springs from the simple circuit shown
earlier, where a p-n photodiode is merged with the gate of a MOSFET. We refer to this as
a photoMOSFET, and the initial design and simulations were reported by the Saraswat
group[10]. However their initial device demonstration did not perform as well as expected,
likely due to their use of poly-crystalline germanium, which has excess carrier recombination
compared to single-crystal germanium. Because the device relies on storage of holes in the
gate material, in this case germanium, if the recombination is too quick, no gain will be
seen[10]. We improve on their design by using single crystal germanium and placing the
entire device on silicon photonics for better light absorption, which is described in detail in
Chapter 4.

Another type of phototransistor design which was pursued by some groups was the junc-
tion field-e↵ect transistor (JFET), where a germanium photodiode is grown directly on top
of a silicon channel transistor [65–67]. The device functions much like a gated MOSFET,
with the channel nominally blocked by the band-bending induced by the Ge-Si interface.
However when the germanium absorbs light, holes become trapped, and the channel turns
on, leading to increased current and gain. Because the critical feature of the device relies on
the germanium/silicon junction, which in general has poor crystal quality, and because the
device can only turn o↵ through hole recombination, so far the fastest reported photoJFET
has been 8 GHz [67], which had fairly low responsivity. It is very likely the poor quality of
the germanium/silicon interface will ultimately limit this particular phototransistor.

Finally, there is the photoBJT, which is in reality simply a bipolar transistor (BJT)
where light is absorbed in the base-collector junction[61]. Here the photocariers are injected
into the base, much like a traditional bias current being fed into the base. Because the base
bias can be applied with light, one can also make a floating base photoBJT where there
is not electrical contact on the base. A germanium floating base photoBJT was recently
demonstrated by A*STAR[68], who reported a 7 GHz gain-bandwidth product. Through
scaling and improvement of the device design, we believe this could be vastly improved to
match or even surpass the performance of the best reported APD.
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Chapter 3

Germanium Rapid Melt Growth

One of the key challenges for silicon photonics is in the integration of optically active mate-
rials onto silicon. Most optically active III-V materials have a dramatically di↵erent crystal
lattice constant than silicon, which makes direct growth di�cult, but in recent years wafer
bonding similar to SOI production has occurred to allow for III-V lasers on silicon[42, 69, 70].
However for the detector many had opted towards germanium which can be directly grown
on silicon[53] for easier integration and for some devices it can actually have better perfor-
mance as a detector than its III-V counterparts[4]. It has the additional benefit of being
readily CMOS compatible, since SiGe compounds have already been introduced for PMOS
channel strain[71] and BiCMOS heterojunction bipolar transistors[72]. There are several
growth methods available for obtaining germanium on silicon substrate, but the one we fo-
cus on here is the rapid melt growth (RMG) technique[73], which is particularly easy to
implement in a university laboratory environment since it does not require epitaxial growth
chambers. The process is described here in detail as well as some basic ways to characterize
the resulting material. Finally to demonstrate the RMG technique and its resulting material
quality, a photodiode is demonstrated on a silicon waveguide.

3.1 Why Germanium

While germanium is an indirect band-gap material, it does have a direct transition at 0.8
eV[74], which corresponds to about 1.55µm wavelength. As a result, it has a much stronger
absorption coe�cient in the 1.3-1.55µm range than silicon, which is transparent in that
range[1]. The absorption coe�cient is actually comparable to InGaAsP as well, as can be
seen in Fig 3.1. At 1550 nm, the absorption length of germanium is about 8 µm which
corresponds to an absorption coe�cient of 1250 cm�1.

Additionally, SiGe and Ge compounds have already been introduced into CMOS foundries
as a critical element for CMOS transistors and BiCMOS devices. In CMOS, it was introduced
to apply strain to the channel in PMOS transistors, beginning with the 45 nm node[71]. And
in BiCMOS, it is used to create high-speed SiGe heterjunction bipolar junction transistors
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Figure 3.1: Absorption spectrum showing Silicon, Germanium, and InGaAsP, modified
from[1]

(HBTs)[72]. This means that not only is it an acceptable material to incorporate into a
process for CMOS compatibility, but additionally there is already a wide array of tools and
processes which have been developed to grow and deposit SiGe and Ge, interface it with
other materials such as silicon, and pattern and etch the material as well. Thus very little
additional process development would be needed to incorporate Ge structures.

Because of this, and due to its 4% lattice mismatch with silicon, it has been viewed as
a material compatible to be grown on silicon and used as a detector material[75]. There
are several di↵erent methods to obtain crystalline germanium on silicon substrates. The
primary method used is direct epitaxy, where germanium is grown directly on silicon[76].
Because of the lattice mismatch there will be defects, and without proper calibration of the
growth conditions, extremely high defect densities, over 108 cm�2, can occur. One way to
alleviate this is to use a graded SiGe bu↵er layer, which slowly changes the lattice constant
from that of silicon to that of germanium[76], but this can result in a rather thick interlayer.
Because the threading dislocations propagate at a nearly 45� angle for < 100 > orientation
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germanium and silicon, one method is to selectively growth germanium inside a narrow oxide
window[76], where the defects will terminate at the oxide interface on the sides, and the top
portion of the germanium will be defect free. This can be extended to create bulk films by
patterning the entire substrate with small oxide pits, and growing above the oxide to form
a smooth film, referred to as epitaxial overgrowth[77].

Germanium can also be obtained on oxide (GOI) through wafer bonding[78], which is
quite similar to the process used to create SOI wafers or even the III-V to silicon bonding
used for laser sources in silicon photonics[42]. Another method recently developed is rapid
melt growth (RMG) [73, 79], where germanium is patterned on an oxidized substrate and
just a small portion of it touches the underlying silicon seed. The germanium is melted
and when cooled, the portion touching the seed crystallizes, and since the defects propagate
at angles, the defects terminate near the seed, leaving the portion far away from the seed
defect free [73]. This is similar to epitaxial overgrowth, and is actually more similar to a
micro-scale version of Czochralski growth[73]. Another interesting feature of RMG is that
the germanium prior to RMG can be deposited either by CVD or even by evaporation or
sputtering[80].

In the methods where germanium is grown directly on silicon, the first 50 nm of material
near the interface is generally quite poor and has a large number of defects. Since we are
examining how to scale the photodiode or phototransistor to be as small as possible, in a
highly scaled device, that first 50 nm will consume a large portion of the device and heavily
degrade the performance. From that perspective, the GOI technologies are more attractive,
and particularly RMG provides the most flexibility of fabrication.

3.2 Rapid Melt Growth Process

The basic process follows the methodology in Ref [73]. The silicon substrate is oxidized
either with thermal oxide or LTO, and a small opening into the oxide is etched with dilute
HF to ensure no damage to the underlying crystal. The germanium is deposited via LPCVD
followed by a thin LTO layer (10-20 nm) in order to provide stiction for photoresist. The
germanium film is patterned into strips 2-20 µm in width and with varying lengths and dry
etched using a standard silicon RIE etcher. After etching the germanium is coated in a thick
(200-300 nm) layer of LTO and placed into a rapid thermal annealer where the temperature
is raised above the melting point of germanium (936 �C) for a second and then rapidly cooled
back down. The specific thermal program used is shown in Fig. 3.2. After the wafer has
cooled, the melting itself can be verified visually by inspecting areas of the wafer where large
sheets of germanium were present, such as in between dies on the wafer. In these areas, the
germanium when melted will ball-up, fracturing the top oxide. This will give these portions
of the wafer a ’wrinkly’ appearance. If the entire wafer has not be melted as determined by
this quick visual inspection, the wafer can be re-run through the RMG program without any
detriment to the germanium material.

To obtain a quality germanium layer, first a smooth germanium film must be deposited.
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Figure 3.2: Example thermal program to rapidly melt and cool germanium for rapid melt
growth.

Because the germanium is melted and recrystallized, the as deposited germanium can be
polycrystalline or amorphous, but it should most importantly be pure and smooth. In order
to ensure both, the best method with the facilities available was decided to be low-pressure
chemical vapor deposition (LDCVD) which deposits a polycrystalline film using MOS grade
germane gas and can be done in a batch process on over 25 wafers at a time. The recipe
consists of two steps, seeding and deposition steps. Because germanium does not like to wet
SiO2, a silicon seeding layer is needed to ensure stiction. In this case we deposit a roughly
5 nm amorphous silicon film, followed by the germanium. Subsequent characterization does
not reveal any degradation of the crystal quality or silicon impurities in the final germanium
crystal as a result. The recipe used was taken from a previous user and verified with SEM
to view both the film roughness and deposition rate. For the seeding layer we flow 100 sccm
of Si2H6 at 350 �C for 5 minutes with a process pressure of 300 mTorr. For the deposition
we flow 88 sccm of GeH4 at 350 �C with a process pressure of 600 mTorr. The resulting film
grows at roughly equal rates on both silicon and SiO2 with a growth rate of 6 nm/min. The
roughness measured is about 5%.

3.3 Material Quality

It is essential to determine the quality of the resulting crystal before attempting to use it
in an electronic device. There are several ways this can be done, including a preliminary
visual inspection with either an optical microscope or scanning electron microscope (SEM).
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Figure 3.3: (a) Shows a control poly-Ge strip, originally 20 µm with no seed, showing grain
boundaries highlighted with the defect etch. (b) A 4 x 200 µm strip of germanium showing
5 highlight dislocations. (c) An example 2 x 200 µm strip of germanium with no threading
dislocations, i.e. defect free. (d) An SEM image of a dislocation highlighted by the defect
etch, showing a 1 µm diameter pit which would be visible under an optical microscope.

More quantitative methods include cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
analysis which can visually pin-point defects and dislocations or high-resolution TEM which
can even show crystal structure[73]. Another method to highly defects and dislocations is
through the use of chemical defect etching, where the chemical selectively etches defects
faster than the bulk crystal, resulting in pits which can be visually identified in a microscope
image[81]. Previous works on germanium RMG have used both TEM and defect etching to
verify crystal quality resulting in similar quantification of defects[73]. Because of this and
the relative simplicity of defect etching, we use a chemical defect etch to quantify the crystal
quality.

The chemical defect etch consists of HF:HNO3:CH3COOH (1:3:10)[81]. Several etch
times were used and the size of the resulting pits were measured under SEM and optical
microscopes. Ultimately an etch time of 30 s was used, which resulted in 1 µm diameter
pits, as can be seen in Fig. 3.3(d).

Several key features can be seen in Fig. 3.3, the first of which relates to the size of the
germanium strip and the resulting shape after RMG. The 20 µm wide strip of germanium
is seen to completely deform into several balls of germanium. Even the 4 µm wide strip of
germanium can be seen to have some warping on the edges, while the 2 µm strip of germanium
nicely retains its shape. This e↵ect has been documented previously for RMG[80], and it
is particular to the fact that when liquid, germanium does not like to wet silicon oxide.
As such, generally the width of the germanium stripe that can be used for RMG without
deformation of its shape is about 3 µm. There is some speculation that using a thicker
capping oxide to more firmly contain the germanium while liquid can help to reduce this
’balling up’ tendency[80].

From the defect etch, we can first see from the SEM image that a pit is clearly etched,
and should be visible in the optical microscope images. Thus in Fig. 3.3(b) we can clearly see
5 threading dislocations which have been highlighted, while in (c) there are no visible dislo-
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cations, indicating it is defect free. Looking at many more germanium strips and averaging
the number of defects across them, we find that the defect density of the RMG germa-
nium is about 106 cm�2, which is as good as high quality epitaxially grown germanium[76].
Finally we can attest that contacting the silicon seed does in fact have an impact on the
ultimate crystal structure, since in Fig. 3.3(a) there is no silicon seed, we can clearly see
poly-crystalline structure with clear lines marking the grain boundaries. No grain bound-
aries are seen on any of the RMG germanium strips, implying that the single crystallization
extends to at least 200 µm past the seed.

3.4 Wrap-around photodiode design with RMG
Germanium

In order to fully characterize the material it is most useful to use it to create a device. The
most simple demonstration of RMG germanium is to produce a PIN photodiode, which is
shown here. One unique aspect of RMG germanium is its ability to form a crystalline material
which is non-planar as seen in the previous SEM images of germanium strips wrapping over
the oxide edge from the silicon seed area. This is utilized to achieve a unique device design
where the germanium is wrapped around a single mode silicon waveguide, which is shown in
Fig. 3.4. The motivation is to create strong coupling between the silicon waveguide like in
butt coupling[48] but with the thinner and lower capacitance usually obtained with a thin
evanescent coupling design[82]. Additionally, by having the photodiode wrapped around the
waveguide, the area just around the waveguide will absorb the most light, meaning the middle
intrinsic region will absorb most of the light leaving little absorption in the highly doped
contacts on the edges in a lateral PIN scheme. This should improve both the responsively
and the speed by reducing the number of slowly di↵using photo generated carriers.

The design has a single mode silicon waveguide (210 x 500 nm) surrounded by a 180
nm thick germanium layer, separated by a thin 20 nm oxide. The oxide serves to as a
substrate for the germanium RMG process, it isolates the germanium diode electrically from
the silicon, and it protects the silicon waveguide as an etch stop during the germanium
etching step of the processing. Thus it should be as thick as possible while not degrading
the optical coupling between the waveguide and the germanium.

The p+ and n+ contact regions are on the outer edges of the device and are contacted
by a Ti/Al (50nm / 450 nm) layer. By being placed far from the waveguide, the doping
and metal contacts interact very weakly with the incident light. This is shown in optical
simulation results. The spacing between the doped regions is as wide as 1.1 µm but is also
a variable that is made as narrow as 0.5 µm. The distance of 1.1 µm was decided upon
such that the doping would only be done on the edge ’fins’ but to also be put as close as
possible to the vertical edge of the diode as it wraps around the waveguide while leaving 100
nm of lithography tolerance on either side. To make it clearer, if we add the width of the
waveguide (500 nm), the 20 nm of oxide on either side of the waveguide, twice the thickness
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Figure 3.4: (a) 3D Schematic which shows 180 nm thick germanium wrapped around a
single mode silicon waveguide with a lateral p-i-n doping scheme. (b) A cross section is
shown displaying the p+ and n+ doped contacts on either side of the waveguide with metal
contacts. The width of the intrinsic region is a variable which is later characterized. (c)
The lateral overview of the device shows the silicon crystal seed with respect to the device
and shows the overlap between the germanium and waveguide, as well as the area etched to
isolate the photodiode from the crystal seed.

of the germanium itself (180 nm), and add 100 nm of tolerance on either side, we get a total
of 1.1 µm. The total width of the diode is 1.7 µm, which comes from the desire to keep the
overall width of the germanium stripe to near 2 µm or less to avoid the deformation seen in
wider stripes of germanium during the RMG process. This desire for narrower lines needs
to be balanced with the need for having enough contact area for low resistance and low RC
products.

Additionally, the waveguide overlap is also made variable. It extends 4 to 32µm into the
germanium with an additional 1µm of doping going past the end of the waveguide, and then
another 1µm going past the end of the doped regions where the device is cut to isolate it
from the seeding area. The extension of the device past the end of the waveguide is largely
to ensure functionality despite any lithography errors such as over/underexposure of layers
and misalignment.

To understand how well the light couples, and to optimize the thickness of the layers,
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Figure 3.5: Optical energy density from FDTD simulation of the wrap-around photodiode
structure with optimized germanium thickness and oxide spacer thickness.

finite di↵erence time domain (FDTD) simulations were performed using Lumerical and CST
software packages. The full 3D structure was simulated with di↵erent germanium thicknesses,
di↵erent oxide thicknesses between the waveguide and germanium, and di↵erent germanium
lengths. The simulated optical energy density of a 2D cross section for the optimized dimen-
sions can be seen in Fig 3.5. What was found was for any thickness of germanium, above
20 nm of oxide thickness, the absorption in the germanium decreased. Thicker germanium
resulted in more absorption but with more of the mode present in the side lobes of the device
where the contacts and heavy doping would be. In order to be more precise, the absorption
in just the i-Ge region was calculated, and it was found that between 150-180 nm was optimal
for the germanium thickness. Given 180 nm thick germanium and 20 nm of spacer oxide,
the confinement factor of the total energy present in the germanium is calculated, which
is �

Ge

=
R
|E

Ge

|2/
R
|E

Total

|2 = 56%. Thus the expected absorption for a given length can
be approximated using the simple Beer-Lambert absorption formula taking into account the
confinement factor and that the absorption length of germanium is about 8 µm. That is for a
given length in µm, L, the quantum e�ciency for absorption is given by Q.E. = 1�e��

Ge

L/8.
For a length of 32 µm we would expect nearly 90% absorption or a responsivity of 1.1 A/W.
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Figure 3.6: Overview of photodiode process flow.

3.5 Wrap-around photodiode fabrication

The basic fabrication process used here remains very similar for all subsequent devices, so
a large amount of detail will be given here, while in subsequent sections, largely the key
di↵erences will be highlighted. The overview of the process is shown in Fig 3.6.

Starting with a 6” 220 nm SOI wafer with 3 µm box layer, the alignment marks for the
ASML stepper are exposed with 20 mJ energy on 400 nm thick DUV (UV-210) photoresist.
The resist is UV hardbaked and 120 nm deep trenches are dry etched with an RIE etcher
using a standard silicon dry etch recipe. After stripping the resist, the wafers receive a
pirhana etch to remove any trace organics, are rinsed, and then dipped in 25:1 HF to remove
any native oxide. A 130 nm low-stress nitride is then deposited by LPCVD, which is used as a
hardmask during the silicon etching for the photonic structures. The first mask which defines
the waveguides and grating couplers is exposed and the nitride is etched using a standard
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nitride etch in an RIE etcher. For these critical dimension mask layers, an exposure test
matrix is exposed and examined under SEM. The resist mask is stripped, and the wafers are
cleaned of any etch polymer residue using an RCA 1 clean followed by an O2 plasma.

The silicon structures are then dry etched 70 nm deep with a timed standard RIE silicon
etch. The etch time is calibrated using a test wafer and the etch depth is measured using
a confocal microscope. After the silicon etching, the wafers are again RCA cleaned. The
second mask is exposed and hard baked, after which the wafers again go through a silicon
RIE etch which etches the remaining 150 nm of silicon down to the box layer. Then the
nitride hard mask is removed with 160 �C phosphoric acid. The wafers then go through a
final pirhana clean followed by a short 25:1 HF dip and are placed in a thermal oxidation
furnace. They are oxidized in ambient oxygen at 1000 �C for 14 minutes, followed by a 5
minute anneal in nitrogen at that temperature. The thickness of 20 nm is verified with an
ellipsometer measurement.

The next mask is exposed, which is used to create the openings in the oxide to expose the
silicon seeding regions for the RMG. After being developed the photoresist is not hard baked
to make it more resistive to wet chemical etchants. A 10:1 bu↵ered HF solution is used to
etch the oxide and the rate is calibrated with an unpatterned test wafer. To ensure all of the
oxide is gone in the seed area, the wafers are overetched by about 50%. It is important that
bu↵ered HF (BHF) is used, because the low pH of unbu↵ered HF will destroy the photoresist.
To avoid oxidizing the exposed silicon the photoresist is removed using an 80 �C PRS-3000
bath instead of the more typical O2 plasma ashing. The wafers are then quickly placed into
the germanium LPCVD furnace where the standard germanium deposition recipe of 5nm
of silicon seed followed by 180 nm of germanium are deposited. After removal from the
germanium furnace the wafers are visually inspected to verify the film is shiny and silver and
not hazy, which is a good indication a smooth germanium film was deposited. The wafers
are then immediately placed into a low temperature oxide (LTO) LPCVD furnace where a
thin 20 nm LTO layer is deposited. The purpose of the LTO layer is to ensure stiction of
later photoresist layers on the germanium.

The next photomask is exposed which defines the germanium stripes. The photoresist
is UV hardbaked after development, and first a short oxide RIE etch is performed to etch
through the 20 nm LTO layer. Then a standard silicon RIE etch recipe is used to etch
through the germanium, which when calibrated was found to etch germanium about 3 times
faster than silicon. In order to clear most of the germanium, a slight amount of overetching is
performed, but etching through the thermal oxide protecting the underlying silicon waveguide
should be avoided. Generally about 5-10 nm of thermal oxide is consumed with 5-10 s of
overetching.

Because of the topography present in the design, there will be some germanium ’stringers’
left near the sidewalls of waveguides or other silicon structures. This can cause undesired
loss along the waveguides by providing structures to scatter the light as well as the fact that
the germanium will absorb the light. To remove this we have another mask which covers the
germanium structures with a 500 nm extension beyond the germanium. This photomask is
again not hardbaked after development to make it more resistant to wet chemical etchants.
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Additionally, the photoresist covering the alignment marks is manually removed using a
cotton swab and acetone. The wafers are then dipped in 10:1 BHF to remove the top 20 nm
LTO layer covering the germanium. A test wafer verifies the etch rate. Then the wafers are
placed in a 50 �C bath of 30% H2O2, which removes the germanium. Since the germanium
has a silver color and the underlying silicon appears slightly blue, the etch completion can
be verified by a visual color change. To clean up any remaining residue, the wafers are
again placed in the 10:1 BHF for a few seconds. The goal of this step is to remove the
germanium on the backside of the wafer, the germanium covering the alignment marks,
and the remaining germanium along the waveguide sidewalls. During the RMG process
the germanium in bulk layers will ball-up, which when many germanium beads cover the
alignment marks, subsequent alignment steps can be di�cult or fail altogether since the
alignment is automated. Having germanium on the backside of the wafer during the melt
could melt and drip from the bottom of the wafer causing damage to the rapid thermal
annealer, in addition to adding roughness to the wafer backside which could also impair
subsequent lithography steps.

Now the wafers are again placed in the LTO LPCVD furnace and 400 nm of undoped
LTO is deposited to completely encapsulate the germanium for the RMG process. After the
LTO is deposited the wafers are immediately placed in the rapid thermal annealer which
runs the RMG program, 1050 �C for 1 s. The wafers are visually inspected to make sure
the entire wafer was melted by examining the lines of germanium running between dies and
looking to see that they look ’wrinkly’. If the entire wafer has not fully melted, it is ok to
run the melt program again.

The next lithography mask exposes the contact hole openings in the oxide, which after
a UV hardbake, the openings are etched with an oxide RIE process. An unpatterned test
wafer is used to calibrate the etch rate and some overetching is performed. Because the
selectivity of the oxide etch against germanium is not perfect, some of the germanium will
be etched. After the contact holes are etched, the two implantation masks are exposed
separately, though the order is not important. The n-implant used is a 15 keV phosphorus
implant at 7 � of tilt with a 1E15 cm�2 dose. The p-implant is 25 keV boron at 7 � tilt
with a 1E15 cm�2 dose. The implants are chosen to provide a relatively shallow doped
region (150 nm) with moderately high carrier concentration (1E19 cm�3) for good contact
resistance. Both implants are performed by an outside vendor since our lab does not have an
ion implanter. After the implantation, the wafers are activated in a rapid thermal annealer
at 450 �C for 30 s. A lower temperature and shorter time are designed to avoid too much
phosphorus di↵usion in the germanium[83].

A quick rinse in water should remove any native oxide formed on the germanium before
the wafers are placed into the load-lock of the metal sputtering chamber. To ensure good
contact, a quick sputter etch is performed in the chamber to remove the first few nm of
material before depositing the metal. A 50 nm Ti layer is first sputtered, followed by 450
nm of AlSi2%. The final lithography mask is exposed which defines the metal contacts. After
a UV hardbake, the wafers are etched in an aluminum RIE etcher and several seconds of
overetching are performed to ensure all of the metal, including that along the sidewalls of
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Figure 3.7: Cleaved cross-section of final fabricated wrap-around photodiode imaged with
SEM.

the waveguides is removed. A completed device was cleaved and the cross-section imaged
by SEM, which is shown in Fig. 3.7.

3.6 Wrap-around Photodiode Characterization

3.6.1 DC Characterization

In characterizing the photodiodes, both the optical and electrical properties need to be
characterized. Since the photodiodes are on waveguides, the insertion loss of the waveguides
needed to be characterized. All of the photodiodes were designed for measurement by a fiber
array. All devices were arranged in a row with the grating couplers separated by the pitch
between fibers in the array. Both the fiber array and the array of waveguides and devices
can be seen in Fig. 3.8 The outermost gratings were connected to each other by a waveguide
so that the optical insertion loss could be measured during the alignment of the fiber to
the grating with the device. This ensures that for each device measured, the real grating
insertion loss is known. A 1550 nm laser source was fed into a polarization controller, which
allowed the polarization to be matched to that of the grating coupler input. The polarization
controller output was then fed into the fiber array which consists of polarization maintaining
(PM) fibers. The output fiber on the fiber array was then fed into an optical power meter.

The insertion loss was measured by first determining the optical power of the source by
feeding the output of the polarization controller to the optical power meter, and this power
was set as the 0dB point. The polarization controller output was then put into the input
fiber in the array, and the array was then carefully aligned with a 6-axis stage until the
total power throughput was maximized. The polarization controller was adjusted as well to
maximize the throughput. The total insertion loss of the grating coupler to grating coupler
structure was then divided by two and that value is taken as the grating coupler insertion
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Figure 3.8: Image showing the fiber array coupled to the fabricated chip, with the zoomed-in
photo showing the array of fibers aligning with the array of waveguides, which are connected
to the photodiode devices. The outer waveguides can be seen to connect to each other,
providing information on insertion loss, and allowing the fiber array to be properly aligned
to all of the waveguides.

loss. Separate structures with varying lengths of waveguide were also measured to determine
the waveguide loss as a function of length. Because all of the waveguides connecting the
photodiodes were less than 3 mm in length, the waveguide loss is considered negligible. At
1550 nm, the grating coupler loss was determined to be about -7.1 dB on average across
multiple dies. This insertion loss is taken into account in all future responsivity calculations
such that the responsivity is normalized to the amount of power incident on the photodiode
itself, not the power being fed into the grating coupler.

The electrical response of the photodiode is then measured by probing the diode with
DC tungsten electrical probes, and sweeping the voltage across a reasonable range with an
HP 4145B parameter analyzer, and measuring the resulting current. This was done first
with the microscope lights and laser o↵ to measure the reverse leakage or dark current
of the photodiode. Then the laser was turned on and di↵erent amounts of optical power
were applied to get the photocurrent curves for the diode. An example diode is shown in
Fig. 3.9(a).

This particular device is 16 µm in length with a 1.1 µm wide depletion region. The dark
current, I

dark

at -1 V is only 6 nA and even at -5 V of bias is less than 300 nA, which both
imply very good material quality. In fact if we calculate the dark current density at -1 V using
the cross-sectional area of the junction, it is less than 200 mA/cm2, which is comparable
to germanium diodes made with selective epitaxy[48, 49]. When the photocurrent, I

photo

is calculated with respect to the power incident, P
inc

, on the photodiode, we can calculate
the responsivity, R = (I

photo

� I
dark

)/P
inc

, which is shown in Fig. 3.9(b). We can see the
responsivity is consistent over a wide range of optical power levels, meaning it is linear over
at least a 17 dB power range. Additionally we see the responsivity is 0.95 A/W at -2 V, and
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.9: (a) The current-voltage relationship for a 16 µm long diode with 1.1 µm wide
intrinsic region. Curves are shown both for dark conditions and illuminated with 1550
nm light. (b) The calculated responsivity vs bias for the same device, and the measured
capacitance vs bias.

increases slowly from 0 V to -5 V of bias. The responsivity increases dramatically from -3
V to -5 V and it is likely that here the device is fully depleting, collecting all of the carriers
that are generated in the intrinsic region. It is also possible that at these voltages due to the
small size of the device that the increase in responsivity is also the onset of mild avalanche
gain, since the avalanche breakdown field for germanium is 105 V/cm.

Another key aspect of the photodiode is its capacitance. This is important for two reasons,
one of which is that we chose this particular design to minimize the overall capacitance of the
diode. Additionally we can infer the amount of depletion in the intrinsic region by measuring
the capacitance as a function of bias voltage. As we apply a large reverse bias the diode
will further deplete, reducing its e↵ective capacitance until it is fully depleted, at which
point the capacitance will remain mostly constant with respect to voltage. We measure the
capacitance using an LCR meter with a test bias of 100 mV at 1 MHz. The results for the
same diode are shown in Fig. 3.9(b). We can see that the capacitance drops dramatically
until about a -2 to -3 V bias at which point it remains fairly stable at about 4 fF, implying
the fully depleted condition is around -3 to -5 V with a capacitance of 4 fF.

This agrees well with the responsivity as a function of bias and to further confirm,
electrical simulations using TCAD Sentaurus were performed to examine depletion width
as a function of bias assuming varying amounts of background p-type doping in the intrinsic
region. It is found that by assuming a background concentration of 1016 cm�3, the diode
will not fully deplete until a 4 to 5 V reverse bias is applied. Thus the responsivity and C-V
measurements also agree with the previous assertion of material quality being high enough
to have a low background concentration of 1016 cm�3.

It is also important to measure the e↵ect of responsivity as a function of the length of the
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Figure 3.10: Measured responsivity at -2 V and 1550 nm light for multiple diodes at various
lengths overlaid with the simulated responsivity as a function of length.

diode. This gives a more complete story of the absorption of the light by the germanium.
Fig. 3.10 shows the result of measuring the responsivity at -2 V for multiple photodiode of
di↵erent lengths. Superimposed is the line representing the simulated responsivity assuming
pure germanium. For the most part, the measured responsivity closely matches the simulated
value, which implies the RMG germanium has a nearly identical absorption coe�cient to
that of bulk germanium. For longer and shorter diodes, the responsivity is very similar
across multiple devices, indicating good device uniformity. For intermediate lengths, e.g.
8-16 µm, the likely culprit of the increased variation in the dimensions or edge roughness of
the germanium. Because the simulations at those lengths show some resonant enhancement,
any variation in length or roughness would inhibit that resonance resulting in a dramatic
reduction in responsivity. It should also be mentioned that the dark current at -1V for all
of these diodes was measured as well, and while a few devices show dark currents in the
nA range, the more typical average was a few µA of dark current. This could be due to
inconsistent crystallization with the RMG process, and likely a hydrogen anneal after the
RMG step or additional surface passivation would reduce the dark current overall[84].
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3.6.2 RF Characterization

To measure the high frequency response of the photodiodes a network analyzer (Agilent
PNA) was used to record the S21 parameter. To do this, port 1 of the PNA drove an EO
Space 40 GHz intensity modulator, which was separately biased with a DC voltage to its
3dB crossing point. A tunable fiber laser first went through a polarization controller to align
its polarization with the modulator was fed into the input of the modulator. The modulator
output then went into an erbium fiber amplifier (EDFA) to boost the optical power level
as needed. The output of the EDFA went into another polarization controller to now align
the polarization with that of the grating coupler on the chip. The fiber was aligned to the
grating coupler using a piezo actuated stage which moved a holder designed to hold the
single-mode, cleaved fiber at 8� with respect to normal from the surface. The photodiode
is probed with a GGB 50 GHz G-S probe, and the RF signal is input to port 2 of the
PNA. The DC bias for the diode is applied through the PNA which has an internal bias-T.
Because of the limitations of the modulator, traces up to only 40 GHz were taken. For these
measurements, an incident optical power of about 100 µW was applied to be incident on the
photodiode.

An important aspect of the measurement is the calibration to remove any frequency
response in the system other than that of the diode under test. To do this, a 70 GHz Finisar
photodiode was directly connected to the output of the EDFA and its RF port was fed into
port 2 of the PNA. A through calibration was performed to remove the frequency response
of the system. The Finisar photodiode has a 1 dB drop at 40 GHz that is roughly linear
over frequency. To counter the fact that this was calibrated out, when taking traces of the
real devices under test, we need to add back the 1 dB of loss over 40 GHz, which is done in
post-processing of the S21 curves.

For the photodiode mentioned in the previous section, its 3dB bandwidth at -5 V was
found to be 9 GHz. The 3dB was extracted form the S21 curve by fitting with a polynomial
and taking the 3dB point from the fitted polynomial. What might be expected from this
diode with a 1.1 µm i-Ge width is that the bandwidth might be higher for lower voltages
since the field at -1 V across that distance is 104 V/cm. However there is likely slow carrier
di↵usion from undepleted parts of the diode since in the previous section, simulation analysis
showed that full depletion was likely not occurring until -5 V of reverse bias. However at -5
V simulations do show that the electric field is uniformly strong in all parts of the depletion
region, above the threshold of 104 V/cm needed to obtain velocity saturation of carriers in
germanium. The expected speed then at -5 V is 13.5 GHz, which takes into account a total
travel distance of 2 µm including the horizontal and vertical components in the travel of
a carrier from one side to the other of the diode, and a saturated carrier velocity of 6x106

cm/s. However the calculation of 13.5 GHz comes from the formula assuming uniform carrier
generations[61], f3dB = 0.45 v

sat

W

dep

. In this case we know from the optical mode present in the

FDTD simulation shows absorption is not uniform, and thus the carrier collection speed
would be a↵ected by this as well.

To increase the bandwidth of the photodiode, one must simply decrease the transit dis-
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Figure 3.11: (a) Measured 3dB bandwidth for three diodes with di↵erent i-Ge widths as a
function of bias. (b) S21 spectra of those three photodiodes at -5 V bias.

tance since these photodiodes are transit limited. If one extracts the series resistance from
the forward bias portion of the IV curve, the obtained resistance is about 25 ohm. Combined
with the measured capacitance of 4 fF, the RC limited bandwidth is 1.6 THz. Thus to de-
crease the transit time, the i-Ge width should be reduced, which was done on several diodes,
shrinking it from 1.1 µm to 0.7 and 0.5 µm. While the responsivity is reduced slightly when
shrinking the i-Ge width, the bandwidth increases dramatically. In fact by reducing the i-Ge
width of 0.5 µm the responsivity is only reduced to 0.35 A/W, and this is because the optical
mode primarily resides in the center of the i-Ge region above the waveguide. Thus very little
of it overlaps with the heavily doped p and n contacts even when the i-Ge width is narrow.
The benefit is that the reduced transit distance greatly increases the bandwidth to beyond
40 GHz. In fact it can be seen that with a -5 V bias, at 40 GHz there is only a 1 dB drop
in the S21, suggesting the true bandwidth could be much higher. The calculated bandwidth
for the 0.5 µm width i-Ge photodiode assuming velocity saturation is 54 GHz, which seems
very reasonable given the measure S21 spectra.

3.7 Comparison with similar photodiodes

We can examine the quality of both the material and the resulting device by comparing its
key metrics against existing reports in the literature. This is summarized in Table 3.1. It can
be seen that in terms of dark current, responsivity, capacitance, and ultimate bandwidth, the
photodiode produced with RMG is comparable or better than currently reported photodiode
devices. This encourages the use of RMG germanium for the more advanced processes in
the following chapters as a material for phototransistors.
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Table 3.1: Summary of recently reported germanium waveguide photodiodes.

Group Growth Responsivity Dark f3dB L x W x t Capacitance
[A/W] Current [GHz] [µm] [fF]

LETI[48] Epi 1 18 nA 42 15 x 3 x 0.43 19
LETI[49] Epi 0.8 4 µA 120 10 x 10 x 0.4 71
Kotura[50] Epi 1.1 240 nA 32 10 x 0.8 x 2.4 4.8
Kotura[51] Epi 0.8 500 nA 8.3 200 x 3.5 x 0.9 122
IBM[52] RMG 0.14 50 µA 40 30 x 0.5 x 0.1 10
Sandia[53] Epi 0.8 3 nA 45 4 x 1.3 x 0.6 1.2

Jilin Univ.[54] Epi 0.37 310 nA 20 5 x 3 x 0.1 0.14
Oracle[55] Epi 0.8 400 nA 15 10 x 2 x 0.3 0.6

A*STAR[56] Epi 0.65 60 nA 18 20 x 2.4 x 0.2 0.8
Tsing Hua U.[57] RMG 0.7 7 nA 17 15 x 2 x 0.3 7

This Work RMG 0.95 6 nA 9 (40) 18 x 1.7 x 0.2 4
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Chapter 4

Germanium Gated PhotoMOSFET

The reduction in receiver energy/bit comes from reducing the photodiode capacitance, and
reducing the input capacitance of the transistor. With fF photodiodes, and sub-fF transis-
tors, one begins to consider even the capacitance of the metal line connecting the photodiode
to transistor with a capacitance of 0.2 fF/µm, almost independent of geometry [7]. This
implies that 5 µm of wire connecting a 1fF photodiode to the receiver circuitry e↵ectively
doubles the diode capacitance, while it takes only 1 µm of connecting wire to double the
capacitance of a 200 aF photodiode. To solve this issue, the wire between photodiode and
first transistor should be eliminated by integrating gain with the photodiode.

Several groups have recently demonstrated devices such as a normal incidence germanium
photo bipolar junction transistor (BJT) [68], a waveguide integrated germanium junction
field-e↵ect transistor (JFET) [67], and germanium avalanche photodiode [4, 62], and a normal
incidence germanium gate MOSFET [10]. One issue with the previous photoMOSFET was
that a polycrystalline germanium gate was deposited, which greatly inhibited performance.

In this chapter we demonstrate a waveguide integrated germanium gate MOSFET, where
RMG is used to create a monocrystalline gate. The NMOS device is fabricated using a self-
aligned process on a 220nm-thick SOI substrate that is compatible with standard silicon
photonics integrated circuits. The source/drain activation anneal step melts and recrystal-
lizes the germanium. A high responsivity of 18 A/W at 583 nW of 1550nm light with only
8 µm of germanium along the waveguide indicates strong internal transistor gain. Due to a
relatively long (1 µm) channel, the device has a 3dB cuto↵ of 2.5 GHz, obtained with higher
optical power. Standard scaling methodology is expected to provide for improvements in
both the speed and responsivity of the device.

4.1 Basic Theory of Operation

The device is a photodiode with the cathode attached to the gate contact, and the anode
attached to the gate oxide of the transistor. When not illuminated, the diode is reverse
biased, and no current can flow through it, so there is a negligible voltage drop across the
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diode. In this case, the device functions much like a traditional long-channel MOSFET with
a partially depleted gate, since the doping in the germanium gate is not very high.

When illuminated the germanium gate acts like an open circuit solar cell [61] and the
photocurrent is balanced by recombination currents, resulting in a net photovoltage across
the germanium. This voltage adds to the voltage applied by the gate contact, and the net
voltage on the gate is higher. If we assume the germanium has a quantum e�ciency, ⌘, then
the photovoltage, V

photo

, can be described by Eq. 4.1 as a function of incident optical power.
Here P

inc

is the incident optical power on the device at a frequency, ⌫, and I
s

is the diode
leakage current.
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Much like the subthreshold slope of a MOSFET, in this device, the additional gate voltage
induced by light absorption follows a slope of 60 mV/decade of optical power, assuming
Shockley-Read-Hall recombination dominates. The total voltage induced however, is also
influenced by the quantum e�ciency of the absorption and the internal diode leakage current.
This condition will have an impact on ultimate device performance.

From this we can then calculate the photocurrent in the drain current, I
d

, when the
device is in saturation using the simple square law current equation. This gives both the
bias current from the gate and drain voltages and the photocurrent in Eq. 4.2. Here it is
assumed the transistor has gate length, L, gate width, W , with electron mobility, µ

n

, gate
oxide capacitance, C

ox

, a threshold voltage, V
T

, and an applied gate bias of V
g
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It can be seen the photocurrent has a ln2 dependence on incident optical power as well as a
dependence on gate voltage. Because the device is fundamentally an NMOSFET with a light
modulated gate, one can choose which region to operate in depending on the requirements
of the device. Much like an amplifier, this implies that in order to get a larger photoresponse
from the device, a larger bias current is needed.

4.2 Design and Fabrication Process

4.2.1 Design

Shown in Fig. 4.1(a) is the schematic cross-section of the device. On the surface, the device
is a traditional self-aligned NMOS with a silicon channel and a germanium gate. The silicon
body layer is 220 nm thick, on 3 µm of buried oxide, and is also used as the silicon photonics
layer. Coming out of the plane of the figure is the single mode silicon waveguide (500 nm
wide) which tapers out to a grating coupler for optical input. The single mode waveguide
abuts the transistor body as seen in the microscope image in Fig. 4.1(b). The light in the
transistor body is then evanescently coupled into the germanium gate due to the higher
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Figure 4.1: (a) 3D Schematic drawing of the photoMOSFET with integrated silicon photonics
components (b) Schematic cross-section of the photoMOSFET (c) Optical micrograph of a
completed photoMOSFET.

refractive index of germanium [74]. Because the absorption length of germanium at 1550
nm is 5 µm, the gate widths were designed from 2 - 32 µm, with channel lengths between
0.25 - 2 µm. The confinement factor in the 1x8 µm germanium gate is 42.6% according to
finite di↵erence time domain (FDTD) mode calculations, which makes e↵ective absorption
coe�cient 852 cm�1. For 8 µm of interaction length, in a single pass there should be 49%
absorption in the germanium gate. An FDTD simulation estimates 55 % absorption in the
gate including back reflections. Fig. 4.2 shows the energy distribution both in the germanium
gate and the underlying silicon from FDTD.

Because the bandgap of silicon is 1.1 eV and is indirect, the primary absorption in silicon
at 1550 nm is due to free carrier absorption [85], which is minimized with a low p-type body
doping of 1017 cm�3. The silicon waveguide and all other silicon photonics structures have
a much lower doping level of 1014 cm�3, which will give low propagation loss. Additionally
the mode quickly couples into the germanium gate, avoiding optical interaction with the
much more heavily doped source/drain region in the silicon. Also seen in Fig. 4.1(c) is an
electrically and optically isolated island of silicon near the transistor body which is used as
the seed to crystallize the germanium during the RMG process [73]. Because the silicon
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Figure 4.2: (a) Slice through the middle of the gate, showing the energy distribution from
FDTD between the germanium gate and silicon body along the interaction length. (b) Slice
through the body of the transistor, showing energy confinement under the germanium gate
in the silicon.
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body and crystal seed are separated laterally by the buried oxide layer, they are electrically
isolated from each other.

The body doping was chosen to be uniform for simplicity with a single boron implant
giving a channel doping of 1017 cm�3, which would give a maximum depletion width of
105 nm [61]. The source and drain doping were chosen to give 1020 cm�3 n-doping for
ohmic contact, while simultaneously n-doping the germanium gate to 1018 cm�3. A tailored
screening oxide is deposited over the germanium to control the dose implanted into the
germanium, allowing a lower doping concentration than the source and drain regions. A
moderate doping concentration in germanium is desired to strike a balance between lowering
the amount of depletion in the gate and having a lower recombination rate in the germanium
for an optimal photoresponse.

4.2.2 Fabrication

Starting with a 220 nm SOI substrate with 3 µm buried oxide layer, a blanket boron implant
was performed with a 1012 cm�2 dose at 30 keV with 7� tilt. The grating couplers were then
formed with a 55 nm etch into the silicon (70 nm designed), followed by a full 220 nm silicon
etch to form the waveguides. The full etch also isolates the crystal seed from the waveguides
and transistor body. The wafers were then cleaned in piranha solution (1: 50 H2O2:H2SO4)
followed by a 10:1 bu↵ered HF (BHF) dip, to remove any organics and native oxide present.
The wafers were then thermally oxidized in dry O2 at 950 �C which grew a measured 17 nm
oxide. The oxide was annealed in N2 at 950 �C for 30 minutes.

A 10 µm seed hole was opened in the oxide with a dilute (50:1) HF solution after being
defined lithographically. The resist was then immediately stripped with PRS-3000, cleaned
in piranha solution followed by a 1 s 10:1 BHF dip, and placed under vacuum in a germanium
LPCVD furnace. The gate oxide was measured to be 16 nm after the cleaning step before
germanium deposition. To promote adhesion to the oxide, a 5 nm amorphous silicon layer
was first deposited, followed by a 350 nm polycrystalline germanium layer. Finally a 20
nm LTO layer was deposited on top of the germanium to promote adhesion for subsequent
photoresist steps. The thickness of this LTO also determines the total implant dose in the
germanium.

The germanium gate was then patterned and dry etched. A self-aligned phosphorus
implant, with a dose of 1015 cm�2 at 20 keV with 7� tilt then formed the source, drain, and
gate doping. 300 nm of LTO was deposited on the wafer, followed by a backside etch in
HF and H2O2 at 50 �C to remove germanium from the backside of the wafer. Source/drain
dopant activation was achieved with a rapid thermal anneal at 1000 �C for 1 s. This step also
melted and recrystallized the germanium as in the RMG technique. Because the germanium
is liquefied in this step, it is assumed the phosphorus dopants distribute uniformly throughout
the gate.

Finally contact vias were formed in the oxide to the germanium and silicon by lithographic
patterning and dry etching. The wafers then received a quick (10:1) HF dip and were
immediately placed into the load-lock of an RF sputterer. 50 nm of Ti followed by 400 nm
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Figure 4.3: (a) Drain current as a function of drain and gate voltage both in the dark and
with 468 µW of illumination. (b) Drain current as a function of gate voltage at a drain
voltage of 1 V. The transconductance and threshold voltage are extracted both in the dark
and with 912 µW of illumination.

of Al
.98Si.02 were sputtered onto the wafer. The metal layers were patterned and dry etched

to form contact pads, and the wafer was then annealed in forming gas (H2/N2) at 450 �C
for 30 minutes to form ohmic contacts.

4.3 Characterization

4.3.1 DC Characterization

The current and voltage characteristics were measured with an HP4145B parameter analyzer,
with the chip in the dark, and then again illuminated with 1550 nm with an angled fiber
through the grating couplers. The gate and drain voltages on each device were swept from 0
V to 1.5 V, while the drain current was measured. For high incident power measurements,
an erbium doped fiber amplifier was inserted after the laser source to compensate for the
insertion loss of the gratings and tapers.

Several devices with gate lengths from 0.5 µm to 2 µm and gate widths from 2 µm
to 32 µm were measured. Measured transconductance was in the range 8-141 mS/mm and
threshold voltages were in the range 0.5-2.1 V. The results for a 1 µm channel length and 8 µm
channel width device are shown in Fig. 4.3. When operated in saturation, the device shows
that for a bias current of 150 µA, a 51 µA photocurrent is produced when illuminated with
468 µW, seen in Fig. 4.3(a). The dark threshold voltage is 1.5 V from a linear extrapolation
with a transconductance of 60 mS/mm. When 912 µW of 1550 nm light was incident on
the device through the single mode waveguide, the extracted threshold was measured to be
1.285 V with the same transconductance, seen in Fig. 4.3(b).
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Figure 4.4: (a) Measured responsivity with 0.583 µW of incident power. (b) Measured
responsivity with 468 µW of incident power.

The responsivity of the device can be extracted by dividing the photocurrent by the
incident power, shown in Fig. 4.4, which shows responsivity as a function of gate and drain
current. Much like transistor current, the photocurrent for a given input power is a function
of the bias voltages. Higher gain can be obtained by increasing drain voltage, up to the
point of saturation. Increasing the gate bias beyond the threshold voltage increases the pho-
tocurrent and responsivity. Because the device operates as a transistor with a photovoltage
on the gate, the specific bias point of the transistor can be controlled by engineering the
transistor itself, dictated by the specific output characteristic need.

The same transistor is then measured at several di↵erent optical input power levels. The
photovoltage is extracted as a function of optical power, shown in Fig. 4.5. When fit with
a linear function, a 60 mV/dec relationship is measured, agreeing with the previous theory.
While this may appear to be a fundamental limitation to device performance, it should be
noted that the intercept of the line is dictated by the internal diode leakage current. For this
device, the extrapolated diode leakage current is 240 nA, which is an internal recombination
current. Because there is a thick gate oxide, there is no measurable gate-source leakage
current. The device can be made more sensitive, to yield a larger photovoltage for a given
input power level, by shrinking the gate area, or by reducing the recombination rate in the
gate through improvement in material quality or by surface treatments [86].

The log relationship between the input power and the induced photovoltage implies that
how the voltage is then converted into a current is important. When operating the transistor
in saturation, the drain current has a square dependence on applied gate voltage, and the
amplification of small optical signals will be larger than that of large optical signals. This
can be seen in Fig. 4.4 where the responsivity for 0.5 µW of incident light is a very large
18 A/W, while at 0.5 mW of incident light the responsivity is closer to 0.15 A/W. In the
subthreshold region of operation, the drain current has an exponential dependence on applied
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Figure 4.5: Extracted photovoltage as a function of optical power.

gate voltage, and there will be a linear dependence of drain current on optical power. However
the overall output current is lower in subthreshold operation. When considering how to bias
this device, one must consider device requirements such as linearity in optical response,
output current, speed, and output impedance. Total photocurrent output in all regions of
operation can be increased by decreasing the germanium diode area and by increasing the
transistor transconductance.

4.3.2 RF Characterization

The high speed light response was measured with an Agilent 67 GHz network analyzer. The
source and drain were contacted through a ground-signal-ground 50 GHz probe, with 1.2 V
of drain bias applied through a bias-T. The drain current signal was put directly into port
2 of the analyzer. The gate was biased to 1.5 V with a DC probe. Port 1 of the analyzer
drove a 20 GHz intensity modulator, which modulated the 1550 nm light input into the
transistor. The frequency response was calibrated with a commercial 34 GHz photodiode.
The frequency response measured with an input power of 912 µW shown in Fig. 4.6. The
spectrum was fit with a single pole function, indicating a 3dB frequency of 2.5 GHz. A 2.5
GHz 3dB frequency was also measured at 1.37 mW of input power, which was the maximum
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Figure 4.6: Relative response to optical excitation as a function of frequency.

available given the limitations of the laser source and erbium doped fiber amplifier, and also
with 468 µW of input power. Below 468 µW of input power, the signal to noise ratio of the
measurement became too low to accurately measure the 3dB frequency.

f
T

=
g
m

2⇡ (C
ox

+ C
par

)
(4.3)

where Cox is the gate oxide capacitance and Cpar is the parasitic gate capacitance.
We can calculate the cut-o↵ frequency of the transistor using Eq. 4.3 [61], and use the

measured transconductance, g
m

= 0.46 mS, while assuming a gate capacitance from the
patterned dimensions of 1x8 µm, and the measured 16 nm gate oxide, which gives a calculated
gate oxide capacitance of 17.3 fF. With no parasitics this gives a 4.3 GHz cut-o↵ frequency.
In this particular device, the crystal seed was not trimmed from the gate, leaving over 25 µm
of excess germanium, which should have about 5 fF of additional capacitance. Also because
only a single deep source/drain implant was used, there is likely considerable gate-drain
overlap capacitance in the device. Taking all of these into account, would then indicate that
the measured 3dB frequency of the device is comparable to the natural cut-o↵ frequency
of the transistor. This indicates that by improving the doping profiles, and scaling the
dimensions of the gate, the phototransistor should be able to operate at much higher speeds.
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The other major component to the response time of this device is the relaxation time
of the germanium gate. When the incident light is turned-o↵, the minority carriers present
in the germanium must recombine to reduce the photovoltage present in the gate. This
recombination lifetime is also directly correlated to the amount of photovoltage generated
for a given amount of incidence light, since in steady state the generation and recombination
rates balance. In this device, since the measured cut-o↵ frequency is similar to the calculated
theoretical cut-o↵ for just the transistor, it is assumed the recombination lifetime in the
germanium is not a limiting factor. However if the transistor is scaled to increase the
bandwidth, a more detailed investigation of the germanium recombination lifetime will be
needed to determine possible speed limitations from that e↵ect.

4.4 Future Scaling

To investigate the potential benefits of scaling this device, we have run device simulations in
Sentaurus. The specific process described previously was simulated to generate the device in
the simulator, followed by electrical and optical simulations. To simulate optical excitation,
a constant carrier generation model was used. First the simulation results were calibrated
against the measured data. Constant field scaling was applied [61], where the gate oxide
was thinned by the scale factor, the ion implant energy decreased by the scale factor, the
gate length reduced by the scale factor, and the body implant dose increased by the scale
factor. All other conditions remained the same, and the applied gate bias remained 1.5
V and the drain bias remained 1V. The per-unit gate width transconductance is extracted
from each simulation, and from the geometrical dimensions, the gate oxide capacitance is
calculated. Using Eq. 4.3, the cut-o↵ frequency is calculated, and plotted against gate length
in Fig. 4.7(a). The calculation assumes no additional parasitic capacitances on the gate.
Additionally, the simulation of optical generation was calibrated with the measured data,
and under the same conditions, the responsivity is plotted as a function of the scaled gate
length in Fig. 4.7(b). In the simulation it is assumed that scaling does not a↵ect the quantum
e�ciency of absorption, since a constant carrier generation model is used. In general this will
not be true, since narrower gates will alter the confinement of light within the germanium,
a↵ecting the needed volume for absorption, and ultimately the total absorbed power. For
scaling to very short gate lengths, additional optical engineering will be needed to ensure
good absorption in small gate volumes.

It can be seen that by shrinking to 250 nm gate length, with 4 nm gate oxide, the cut-o↵
frequency would reach 28 GHz. Following this same trend, a 100 nm gate length would be
needed to reach 40 GHz, which is well within the capability of the state-of-the-area (22 nm
node) technology. However one large assumption is that the carrier recombination time of
the germanium gate diode is much faster than the transistor cut-o↵ time. This time depends
largely on recombination lifetime within the germanium, and will depend largely on material
quality, and doping concentration in the germanium. As the gate shrinks in volume, surface
recombination will become a bigger factor, and the dimensions of the gate will also a↵ect
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Figure 4.7: (a) Simulated cut-o↵ frequency as a function of gate length with scaling. (b)
Simulated responsivity as a function of gate length with scaling.

the germanium recombination lifetime.
In addition to a speed boost from shrinking the gate, the responsivity of the device should

increase as well, which comes from two factors. One is that the induced photovoltage will
increase with reduced gate area, since diode leakage current in the gate will reduce with the
gate area. Additionally, a shorter gate will increase transconductance, meaning that for a
given photovoltage, a larger drain current will be produced. When simulated, the 250 nm
gate length device shows 150 A/W responsivity.

4.5 Linearizing Photovoltage through a bias network

As previously mentioned, one of the draw-backs of the photoMOSFET is the non-linearity of
amplified current with respect to input optical power. This is largely due to the photovoltage
induced in the gate because the photocurrent in the germanium is blocked by the gate oxide.
We could imagine that if the gate were biased in such a way as to allow the photocurrent
to flow through a bias resistor, the induced photovoltage on the gate, V

photo

, would then
be linear with respect to incident power, P

inc

. Such a bias scheme is shown in Fig. 4.8,
and is remarkably similar to that of a PIN-FET receiver[12]. Specifically, if we assume that
the germanium gate has a quantum e�ciency of absorption, ⌘

abs

, then the photocurrent,
i
photo

= ⌘
abs

P
inc

, will drive the resistor, R
bias

, such that V
photo

= R
bias

i
photo

.
Such a bias scheme would require several alterations to the fundamental device layout

and fabrication. It would be required to contact the germanium gate right at the gate
oxide. Likely this would mean specifically doping the bottom layer of the germanium gate
instead of relying on band-bending from the potential of the underlying silicon channel. This
would ensure lateral uniformity of the gate potential at the gate oxide, and would allow for a
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Figure 4.8: Proposed bias scheme to linearize the photovoltage applied to the gate of the
photoMOSFET.

contact to that portion of the germanium gate to be placed laterally away from the MOSFET
channel. Such a scheme would require additional masks and implantations.

The most critical aspect of this bias scheme will be the resistance of the bias resistor.
Because the induced photovoltage will be proportional to the photocurrent, but there is a
limited voltage range over which the phototransistor will be useful, between the threshold
voltage, V

T

and the supply voltage, V
Gate

. In the example of the 1x8 µ m photoMOSFET
previously shown, the threshold voltage is 1.5 V, and the supply voltage is 2 V. Thus if we
assume a quantum e�ciency of 100%, with a resistance of 1.5 M⌦, an incident power level of
1 µWwould create a photovoltage of 1.5 V, and turn on the transistor. Any higher amount of
power would saturate the gate at the supply voltage power and anything significantly lower
would produce a photovoltage below threshold and the phototransistor would be essentially
o↵. Thus the resistance must be chosen for the desired power level to be used, and the device
would be very sensitive to swings in optical power. This is reflected in Fig. 4.9(a).

This biasing scheme will however have a significant impact on the speed of the phototran-
sistor. Because the gate diode current goes through the resistor, the capacitance of the gate
photodiode will be charged and discharged through that resistor. Since it was shown that in
order switch the phototransistor from o↵ to on with a low optical power, a large resistance
is needed, it might be expected that this additional resistor will slow down the device. The
RC 3dB frequency of this bias scheme is shown in Fig. 4.9(b), where f3dB = (2⇡C

Ge

R
bias

)�1,
where C

Ge

is the capacitance of the germanium gate diode. The calculation is done assuming
the previous lateral geometry of 1x8 µm, and an optimistic assumption that the junction
width inside the gate is the total thickness of the gate itself, 350 nm. Using these numbers,
the germanium diode capacitance is 3.2 fF. Thus for a 1.5 M⌦ resistor, the 3dB frequency
of the device will be 33 MHz. Using a smaller resistor will increase the speed, but at a cost
of necessitating a higher amount of optical power to switch on and o↵ the phototransistor.
So while this bias scheme allows for a wider swing of the photovoltage and output current
with respect to the incident optical power, it comes at a cost of a severe reduction in the
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Figure 4.9: (a) Calculated photovoltage for various resistor values. (b) Calculated 3dB
frequency as a function of resistance.

operating speed of the device.

4.6 Summary

This chapter has presented a germanium gated photoMOSFET, which demonstrates clear
gain with a responsivity of up to 18 A/W, and a moderate bandwidth of up to 2.5 GHz. How-
ever there are some fundamental drawbacks with the photoMOSFET, such as the fact that
current gain will be non-linear with respect to incident optical power, and that ultimately
the response speed will be limited by the recombination lifetime in the germanium gate. For
many of these reasons, our work then began to focus instead on a bipolar phototransistor
design which is described in detail in the next chapter.

However because this is a MOSFET device, there are still interesting things which can
be done with it, such as using CMOS scaling rules to reduce its capacitance, and increase
its sensitivity and speed. Such scaling was done in simulations, which showed a dramatic
improvement in these performance metrics. Moreover, even though the current gain is non-
linear, one can imagine instead of using a single photoMOSFET, instead creating two pho-
toMOSFETs, one nmos and the other pmos, to create an optically active inverter, which
could then be tied directly to a more traditional digital amplifier or logic. Because of this
flexibility, the photoMOSFET remains an interesting phototransistor device.
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Chapter 5

Germanium Homojunction PhotoBJT

Although the photoMOSFET provides a familiar transistor structure and a clear scaling
path almost identical to its electrical counterpart, there were some elements that are not
as desirable as was shown in the previous chapter. Namely the intrinsic gain is non-linear,
meaning the output current will not scale linearly with the input optical power. Additionally
because the germanium gate is floating, there is not a clear current path for the photocur-
rent to dissipate, meaning there would need to be engineering of the material quality to
optimize the recombination lifetime to make the device fast enough. One the other hand,
a bipolar phototransistor has direct current gain of the base current, meaning the amplified
output should be linear with respect to the input optical power, and base current is swept
out through di↵usion, meaning speed optimization is simply managed through control of
geometry and doping.

Bipolar phototransistors are not new devices, and were first envisioned by Shockley[87],
one of the original inventors of the transistor, where he simply described a bipolar transistor
where instead of injection current into the base electrically, he would shine light on the device
to generate the base current. More recently there have been attempts to scale a germanium
photoBJT and build it on silicon to integrate it with silicon photonics[68]. They reported a
gain bandwidth product of 7 GHz, which is a vast improvement over existing work, but in
order for the photoBJT to be relevant for optical communications applications, this figure
must be improved dramatically. In the following sections I will present the basic theory of
operation for a photoBJT, some of our designs, initial results, and thoughts on how to build
the ultimate photoBJT.

5.1 PhotoBJT Basic Theory of Operation

Figure 5.1 shows a basic NPN structure overlaid with a schematic band structure. The
p-type base region forms a barrier to prevent electrons from flowing from the emitter to
collector when a bias between the two is applied. In a traditional 3-terminal electrical BJT,
a bias current is applied to the base, allowing electrons to flow into the collector and holes
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Figure 5.1: Example band diagram of an npn transistor.

become trapped in the base until they can di↵use over the barrier and through the emitter or
recombine with electrons in the base. While this process occurs, the base barrier is lowered,
and electrons more freely flow from emitter to collector. The overall current gain is then the
ratio of the transit time of an electron from emitter to collector to the recombination time
inside the base. This is commonly referred to as the � of the BJT. However for extremely
compact BJTs where the base is very thin, generally the hole will di↵use from the base out
through the emitter before recombining.

A similar process occurs for the phototransistor where now instead of an electrical bias,
light is absorbed in the base-collector junction, and the photocarriers are swept away by the
electric field present there, with electrons going to the collector and holes to the base. Again
the holes become trapped in the base until they can di↵use over the barrier and through
the emitter or recombine with electrons in the base. While holes are trapped in the base,
the base barrier is lowered and electrons move more freely from emitter to collector. For a
floating base phototransistor, there is not electrical contact to the base, and the total base
modulation current is supplied through optical absorption. In a 3-terminal photoBJT, a
combination of both electrical and optical bias can be applied to the base to get the desired
output current in the collector. The relationship between total collector current and the
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input base current, either electrical or optical photocurrent, can be approximated by

I
C

= �I
B

(5.1)

� can be described in terms of the geometry and doping of the BJT since these are what
a↵ect the hole and electron transit times. Here it is assumed that the hole di↵usion length
is much longer than the emitter width, which should be the case for the compact BJTs
examined here.

� =
N

E

W
E

D
nB

N
B
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B

D
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(5.2)

where N
E

and N
B

are respectively the doping concentration in the emitter and base respec-
tively, W

E

is the emitter width or depth, W
B

is the quasi-neutral base width or distance
from base-collector depletion edge to base-emitter depletion edge, and finally D

nB

and D
pE

are the di↵usion constants for electrons in the base and holes in the emitter respectively [72].
Finally, we can describe the overall speed of the transistor[72]
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T

= ⌧
F

+
kT

qI
C

(C
BE

+ C
BC

) (5.3)

where f
T

is the cut-o↵ frequency of the transistor, where the current gain becomes 1, or
depending on the biasing scheme, can also be thought of as the gain-bandwidth product
of the transistor. ⌧

F

is the forward transit time, or the total time it takes for an electron
to travel from emitter to collector. The second term can be thought of as the RC delay
component of the transistor, where the capacitances are the two p-n junctions, and the
resistance is given in terms of the transconductance, which is modulated by I

C

.
From these equations a few generalizations about the design of the transistor and photo-

transistor can be made. First is that since the emitter and base quasi-neutral region widths,
W

E

and W
B

, will largely be similar and to an order of magnitude approximation the dif-
fusion coe�cients, D

nB

and D
pE

, will be as well, � can be approximated by simply the
ratio between emitter and base doping. Additionally, in order to make the device fast, we
must make the capacitances as small as possible, so junction areas should be kept a small
as possible, and the transit times should be kept short by making the junctions overall as
thin as possible. All of these combine to create challenges associated with fabricating such
a small and thin device, but the further sections will discuss our potential solutions.

5.2 3-Terminal PhotoBJT Design

In creating our initial 3-terminal photoBJT design, we wanted to create an extremely high
gain-bandwidth device, which meant that both the npn junctions needed to be very thin to
make transit time as short as possible, and that the junction areas needed to be as small as
possible in order to reduce base-emitter and base-collector capacitances. A basic schematic of
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of a 3-terminal photoBJT butt-coupled to a silicon waveguide with
lateral npn arrangement.

the device is shown in Fig. 5.2. To take advantage of the existing RMG process, a lateral NPN
doping scheme was used. Because the device is sitting on oxide, we cannot have a bottom
contact, so the emitter, base, and collector contacts must all be made laterally. In the future,
the RMG process could be modified to allow for a bottom silicon sub-collector contact for a
more traditional vertical npn by using micro-bonding after RMG[57] for example.

The lateral dimensions were chosen to minimize capacitance, but at the same time, we
are constrained by the minimum resolution of the DUV stepper in our nanfabrication lab. In
order to process on 6” wafers with the DUV stepper, the minimum feature size was chosen
to be 300 nm, which in this case was the separation in the metal layer between emitter, base,
and collector contacts. Included were 100 nm overlays, since the layer-to-layer alignment
tolerance of the stepper is +/- 50 nm. Thus the emitter was chosen to be 500 nm wide,
and go along the length of the phototransistor. In order to have the majority of the current
flow through the implantation defined emitter/base/collector junction, the base is designed
to have at least 200 nm of spacing on either side of the emitter, making the shortest current
path vertical through the implanted junction. With enough space to include a metal contact
to the base, this makes the base region 1.2 µm wide, and it too goes along the length of
the phototransistor. Finally the heavily doped collectors were placed along the outside of
the device, and were also designed to be at least 300 nm wide, both for critical lithography
considerations and to improve contact resistance. These were placed as closely as possible to
the base and emitter in order to reduce transit time. This makes the total width of the device
2.5 µm which is close to the maximum width that can reliably be made with germanium
RMG. Finally, the base is placed in the center of the phototransistor such that when the
silicon waveguide is butt-coupled to the center of the germanium, the majority of the light
will propagate into the center of the device and absorb along the base/collector junction.

The thickness and length were largely determined by trading-o↵ optical absorption sim-
ulations done with FDTD with electrical simulations done in Sentaurus. Optical FDTD
simulations were performed for various thicknesses and lengths of germanium when butt-
coupled and it was found that the absorption was largely independent of the thickness when
simulated with a thickness range of 200 to 600 nm. However the primary factor in total
absorption was length, as might be expected, and largely the absorption followed the Beer-
Lambert law of absorption given the germanium absorption coe�cient. This means that
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for example, a 10 µm long germanium device will absorb about 67% of the light incident
from the waveguide, since the absorption coe�cient for germanium at 1550 nm is about
1000 cm�1[74]. However, because the emitter/base/collector junctions are defined vertically
through ion implantation, there are severe trade-o↵s with regards to electrical performance
and germanium thickness. Specifically if the germanium is too thin, the collector region
underneath the base becomes very thin, and the speed is limited by current crowding. Mak-
ing the collector region thicker, allows more current to flow, and hence the f

T

increases
towards its transit limited maximum. However if the germanium layer is too thick, then
photocarriers generated in the collector have much farther to travel, and the f

T

measured
when exciting the photoBJT with an optical signal will be reduced due to the delay in pho-
tocarrier collection. It was found that 350 nm of germanium thickness for the given emitter
and base implantation profile a↵orded a good trade-o↵ between current crowding and fast
photocarrier collection.

In general the doping profile had a few goals in mind. First we wanted a moderate gain
of about 10 in order that the 3dB bandwidth could be in the several GHz range. This
meant the emitter doping should be about 10 times more than the base doping. Secondly,
we wanted the base transit time to be fast, on the order of 1 ps, which corresponds to a base
thickness of about 100 nm. Trying for a thinner base would certain yield a faster device,
but due to concerns about di↵usion of the phosphorus for the emitter[83] during activation,
100 nm was deemed su�cient. Additionally, the emitter was designed to be about 60 nm
thick, since it was seen in the p-i-n device that when etching into the oxide to contact the
germanium about 30-40 nm of germanium was removed during the over-etch. The emitter
should be thin, but we did not want it to be so thin that it would get etched through during
processing.

Table 5.1: Implantation doses and energies for the phosphorus emitter implant.

Implant Energy [keV] Dose [cm�2] Angle
1 25 1014 7�

2 15 5(1013) 7�

3 5 2.5(1013) 7�

Table 5.2: Implantation doses and energies for the boron base implant.

Implant Energy [keV] Dose [cm�2] Angle
1 25 1.5(1013) 7�

2 15 7.5(1012) 7�

3 5 5.6(1012) 7�

4 2.5 3.75(1012) 7�
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Figure 5.3: (a) Shows SRP results from the optimal base/emitter implant profile, along
with the simulated profile from Sentaurus. (b) Shows simulated RF performance of the 3-
terminal photoBJT with the calibrated implantation profile and a background concentration
of 2(1017) cm�3.

To calibrate the doping profile, several short-loop experiments were done. First the
emitter and base implants were simulated, and when an appropriate profiles were found, we
implanted these into bulk germanium wafers, which were then thermally processed identically
to the existing process to recreate the activation conditions. Although simulation of the
implant energy and depth is quite accurate, there is less certainty about the amount of
activation for the dopants, and so multiple doses and combinations of doses were chosen
and applied to multiple samples to find the optimal combination. In order to extract the
activated doping profile, after the thermal activation of the implants, the samples were sent
to a vendor for scanning resistance probing (SRP) which grinds the sample at a shallow
angle and measured the 4-point probe resistance along the grade. Doping type can also be
determined, and the resulting SRP doping profile can be seen in Fig. 5.3(a). Bulk germanium
wafers were used for this short-loop experiment because SRP profiling generally needs a large
area sample, whereas the RMG technique can only be used to produce strips of germanium
3 µm wide. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show the final optimized implantation scheme used in the
fabrication of the photoBJTs.

The implantation profile was recreated in Sentaurus simulations, and the device as shown
was simulated to extract the electrical and optical performance. The electrical RF perfor-
mance can be seen in Fig. 5.3(b), which shows gain vs frequency for several bias conditions
on the base, with a collector emitter bias of 0.8 V. It can be seen the DC gain is about 10
(20 dB), which is consistent with expectations from the doping profile. However the 3dB
frequency is only about 3-4 GHz, indicating a peak f

T

of 32 GHz. This is likely limited by
the low background collector concentration and the thickness of the base. However it is a
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very good starting point for a photoBJT device, and when simulated with an optical signal,
a similar f

T

is obtained, indicating good photocarrier collection as well.
To illustrate the impact of the background doping, several simulations were done, which

varied the background concentration, and also simulated the e↵ects of having twice the
calibrated dose for the base and emitter implants, which can be seen in Fig. 5.4. What
can be seen is that as the background collector concentration is increased, the peak f

T

increases as well, until it reaches a peak where the collector concentration is approaching the
concentration of the base, and thus the gain begins to decrease due to punch-through. This
onset of punchthrough at higher collector concentrations can easily be seen by the increase
in emitter-collector leakage current, which is the current flowing through the collector when
collector is biased, but no current is flowing into the base. At lower collector concentrations
the peak f

T

is slower both because the base is thicker, but also because of the lower collector
concentration, there is an earlier onset of the Kirk e↵ect[61], which limits the f

T

beyond a
certain current. Because the overall doping level of the emitter and base are still a bit low, a
second set of curves show the e↵ect of doubling their emitter and base implant doses. This
allows for higher collector concentrations, reducing the Kirk e↵ect, and ultimately allowing
for a higher f

T

. Because of the sensitivity of the device performance to small changes in the
collector background concentration, several wafers were prepared with di↵erent background
implantation doses.

5.3 3-Terminal and Floating Base PhotoBJT
Fabrication

The fabrication process is largely similar to the previously described processes with a few
modifications. We start with a 6” SOI substrate with a 3 µm Box and 220 nm silicon layer.
First the pre-alignment marks for the DUV stepper are exposed and etched using a silicon
RIE etch tool. Next the waveguide layer is exposed using thin (420 nm) DUV resist, hard
baked, and etched fully down to the Box layer using the silicon RIE tool. In order to ensure
the dimensions on any of the critical feature size layers, a wafer is first exposed with a matrix
of exposure doses, hard baked, and examined under SEM to measure the feature sizes. After
the waveguide layer has been etched, the grating coupler layer is exposed, and etched to a
depth of 60 nm with RIE. The etch time is calibrated using a plain silicon wafer, and the
etch depth is checked with a confocal microscope.

Next the wafers are pirhana cleaned, and placed into the oxidation furnace, where 20 nm
of dry thermal oxide is grown at 1000 �C for 14 minutes with a 5 minute anneal in nitrogen.
Next the seeding layer is exposed, and the wafers without a hard bake, are placed in dilute
bu↵ered HF to removed the oxide from the region used as the crystal seed for RMG. After
stripping the resist in PRS-3000 so as to not oxidize the substrate further, the wafers receive
a brief HF dip and are immediately placed in the germanium LPCVD furnace, where 350
nm of germanium is deposited. Upon removal from the germanium furnace, 20 nm of LTO
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Figure 5.4: Summary of simulated f
T

for the optimized implant profile from SRP, with vari-
ous background concentrations. Also shown is the collector-emitter leakage current resulting
from base punch-through. A second set of curves show the same simulations if the doses for
the base/emitter implant are doubled.

is deposited on top to provide a stiction layer for the photoresist is subsequent lithography
steps. The germanium mask is then exposed and hard baked, and the germanium layer is
etched in the silicon RIE etcher down to the Box layer. To remove the remaining strands
of germanium along the waveguides, instead of the traditional germanium clean mask, a
simple HF dip is used, which undercuts the oxide underneath these small residual strands
and they are washed away. This was found to be as good as selectively etching the remaining
germanium with peroxide.

The backside germanium is removed with 50 �C peroxide while the front side of the wafer
is protected with resist. The wafers are then shipped out for the background implant, which
uses a 100 keV phosphorus implant, and various doses to alter the background concentration
across the wafers. The wafers are then placed in the LTO furnace, and 400 nm of LTO is
deposited on the wafers. They are then placed in the rapid thermal annealer for the RMG
process, which also activates and uniformly distributes the background phosphorus doping.

The wafers then are placed in an oxide RIE etcher and receiver a blanket plasma etch to
etch all but 50 nm of the oxide on top of the germanium. The remaining oxide is removed
with dilute HF, and a thin, 5nm, LTO is re-deposited on top for resist stiction. The base
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Figure 5.5: SEM image of a competed 3-terminal photoBJT device.

implant mask is then exposed on the wafers, and after hard baking they are shipped out for
boron implantation using the implant profile in Tab. 5.2. After the resist is stripped, the
emitter implant mask is exposed and hard baked, and the wafers are again shipped out for
phosphorus implantation using the profile in Tab. 5.1. After stripping the resist, a 250 nm
layer of LTO is deposited, and the implants are activated in a rapid thermal annealer at 500
�C for 30 seconds.

The contact opening mask is exposed, hard baked, and the contact holes are etched in
the oxide RIE. The wafers are then placed in the sputtering tool, where a short 1 minute
sputter etche is performed to remove any surface oxide, then 50 nm of Ti and 450 nm of
Al98%Si2% are deposited. Finally the metal contact mask is exposed, and the metal layer
is etched in the metal RIE etcher, overetching to fully remove any metal from the sides of
waveguides.

An representative SEM of the completed 3-terminal photoBJT is shown in Fig. 5.5. The
fabrication run using that design and process was just recently completed and the initial
results indicated that the emitter had direct contact with the collector through the base, but
diagnostic measurements were still being performed at the time of this writing. This should
indicate what about the process, whether the implant energies or doses, or the activation
temperatures need to be modified to create working 3-terminal photoBJTs in the future.
To first demonstrate a preliminary device, a simpler fabrication process was first performed,
which was identical to that used in the fabrication of the PIN photodiodes in Ch. 3, to create
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Figure 5.6: (a) Schematic of the 2-terminal floating base photoBJT, geometrically very
similar to the wrap-around photodiode. (b) Schematic cross section of the floating base
photoBJT, showing n+ emitter and collector on the sides and a large p- base in the center.

floating base NPN photoBJTs, which were characterized and are described in the following
section.

5.4 Preliminary Floating Base PhotoBJT Devices
and Results

The preliminary photoBJT devices which were measured were of a nearly identical design to
the the PIN photodiodes described in Ch. 3. They are a much simplified version of the 3-
terminal BJT described in the previous section. The schematic of these preliminary devices
is shown in Fig. 5.6. Much like the wrap-around PIN photodiodes in Ch. 3, these are wrap-
around NPN phototransistors. Here the doping placement is identical to the wrap-around
PIN except both sides are doped heavily n-type, and the middle portion will be lightly p-
type, due to the natural p-type nature of germanium. It was shown in the investigation
of the PIN device that the intrinsic germanium produced with RMG is approximately 1016

cm�3 p-type. Thus there is no separate background doping or explicit base doping for these
BJTs as was described in the previous section. This is simply to simplify the process, using
one identical to that used to create the PIN devices, and initially explore the characteristics
of the NPN phototransistor. Additionally these photoBJTs have only two contacts, and thus
the base is left floating. This means that all base current must be supplied by photocurrent
from absorbed incident light.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.7: (a) Shows the I-V characteristics for a 1 x 8 µm floating base photoBJT with
various input optical powers. (b) Shows the measured responsivity and gain of the photoBJT
when normalized against a geometrically similar p-i-n photodiode.

Several di↵erent length devices were made, but the primary device measured here is one
with 8 µm of length along the waveguide. The low-doped base region is 1.1 µm in width,
and the germanium itself is 180 nm thick. Thus the quantum e�ciency of absorption for this
NPN phototransistor should be identical to that of the 8 µm long wrap-around photodiode
in Ch. 3, and we can use the measured responsivity of that photodiode to estimate the
actual photocurrent gain in the NPN, that is an intrinsic responsivity of 0.75 A/W at 1550
nm. The I-V characteristics of the photoBJT were done by applying a voltage across the
emitter and collector using a parameter analyzer, and then using the grating couplers to
input di↵erent amounts of optical power, much like with the photodiodes.

From the I-V curves seen in Fig. 5.7(a), we can see several key characteristics of this
preliminary photoBJT device. First, we see a clear increase in photocurrent with increasing
optical power, which is to be expected. On all of the curves with optical power input, we see
a rapid rise in current with increasing voltage until a specific voltage is reached, around 1 V,
where the current then saturates and levels o↵. This is very typical of a BJT and is nearly
identical to a text book I

C

vs V
CE

family of curve with increasing I
B

[61]. What can be seen
is at lower voltages, the device is in the saturation mode, while above the critical voltage,
the device moves into forward active mode. The voltage increases as increasing amount of
base bias current is applied, which we also clearly see in the figure.

Another characteristic seen is that even in forward active mode, there is some noticeable
slope to the I-V curves. In a BJT this slope is the di↵erential output resistance, and for
a well designed device the resistance should be as large as possible. Having a low output
resistance implies a small Early voltage, or likewise a strong base-width modulation e↵ect
[61]. Base-width modulation is the e↵ect where the base-collector depletion region width is
strongly a↵ected by the base-collector voltage, which would be very common for a base with
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low doping. This makes sense for these phototransistors, since the assumed base doping level
is about 1016 cm�3 p-type. As the optical power increases, the base-width modulation e↵ect
decreases, likely because with more carriers generated in the base with higher optical power,
the net carrier concentration inside the base increases, requiring more voltage to deplete it.

Finally we can see that as the voltage becomes larger, near 3 V, the current begins to
increase much more rapidly. This is likely the onset of breakdown or punch-through, where
the base-collector depletion region has expanded to the point that it is beginning to overlap
with the base-emitter depletion region, leaving little to no undepleted base region [61]. Again
because the e↵ective carrier concentration is higher with higher optical power, punch-through
can be seen to occur at higher voltages when the optical power is higher. Overall the dark
current for this device is quite high, much higher than the photodiode, because there is a
strong amount of punch-through even at low voltages, which allows current to easily leak
from emitter to collector.

All of these e↵ects can easily be seen when the dark current is subtracted, and the optical
power normalized in the responsivity and gain plot in Fig. 5.7(b). Here the responsivity in-
creases and then plateaus when transistioning from saturation to active mode, then begins to
drop as a result of the Early e↵ect and beginning of punch-through. The gain reduction with
increasing voltage is much less for higher optical powers because the base-width modulation
and punch-through e↵ects are less severe. As mentioned earlier, it is assumed the intrinsic
responsivity is 0.75 A/W, taken from the photodiode data, and thus the gain is simply the
measured responsivity divided by this intrinsic responsivity.

It can be seen the gain and responsivity are quite high for low optical power, up to 14
A/W or a gain of 18, and then decrease with increasing optical power. While this may
appear similar to the photoMOSFET response, the cause is quite di↵erent. In this case,
because the doping level in the base is so low, high injection e↵ects appear with very little
base current, or in this case optical power[61]. These high injection e↵ects are more apparent
in the RF response of the device, shown in Fig. 5.8.

The S21 spectra were obtained using a PNA just as in previous chapters and were mea-
sured for optical power levels identical to those used in measuring the DC I-V characteristics.
In this case, however, the DC level of the S21 curve was o↵set by the gain calculated pre-
viously. This results in the h21 spectra seen in Fig. 5.8(a). As was apparent from the I-V
curves, as optical power increases, the DC gain decreases. However because in an ideal BJT,
the gain-bandwidth product should remain largely fixed, as the optical power decreases and
the gain decreases, the bandwidth also increases. To describe the gain-bandwidth product,
we can also use f

T

, which is the unity gain frequency, or where the h21 curve crosses the 0
dB point[61]. We can see that the peak f

T

occurs for the lowest optical power actually, and
then slowly begins to decrease. This is more apparent in Fig. 5.8(b) which plots f

T

as a
function of optical power and V

CE

bias. This shows what was described earlier, which is that
even with only 5 µW of optical power, the floating base photoBJT is already su↵ering from
high-injection e↵ects, which limit the f

T

, most likely through the Kirk e↵ect[61]. The Kirk
e↵ect is more acute for BJTs with low doping levels, since it is caused when the base-collector
depletion region extends through the collector to the more heavily doped sub-collector, and
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.8: (a) h21 spectra for the 1x8 µm photoBJT at various optical power levels with
V
CE

= 3 V. (b) Extracted f
T

for various optical power levels and V
CE

.

the electric field becomes very high at this highly doped region, rather than being uniform
across the entire base-collector depletion region.

Thus it can be seen the f
T

for the preliminary photoBJT is as high as over 14 GHz, but
at low optical power levels, high dark leakage, since it is operating near punch-through, and
with low 3dB bandwidth. This means for the photoBJT to be usable, the following stage
must include some equalization to compensate for the low 3dB bandwidth to allow for a flat
response up to the desired bit rate. Additionally, if one were to desire a reasonable amount
of gain at a moderate bit rate, such at 10 GB/s or even 25 GB/s, the f

T

must be increased
event further, likely well above 100 GHz, as this would make the gain-bandwidth product
more competitive with state of the art avalanche photodiodes[4]. The following section will
discuss how it is possible to scale the current photoBJT, and improvements which can be
made to its design to get an even higher f

T

.

5.5 photoBJT Scaling Considerations

The photoBJT can be scaled to higher gain-bandwidth products much in the same way that
the photoMOSFET can be scaled. Eq. 5.3 shows two primary components which limit the
speed of the transistor. One is the overall capacitance of the base-collector and base-emitter
junctions. This can be scaled by decreasing the junction lateral areas and also decreasing
the overall junction thicknesses. The base-emitter junction, with both sides generally being
more heavily doped than the base-collector junction, will in general have a thinner depletion
region, and thus higher capacitance. So it is most important in this consideration to scale
the area of the emitter itself.
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Figure 5.9: E↵ects of the perceived f
T

with both electrical and optical input signals when
scaling the photoBJT.

The second factor is the overall transit time of electrons from the emitter to the collector.
This transit time is decreased by shrinking the thickness of the base region between the
emitter and collector. To prevent punch-through of the base, when thinning it, the base
doping should be increased as well. Since increasing the base doping will decrease the overall
gain, the emitter doping should be increase proportionately as well. Finally because pushing
to higher f

T

will also require higher currents, as seen from the I
C

term in the equation, to
prevent the Kirk e↵ect at high biases, the collector doping level should increase as well. Thus
overall, to scale the photoBJT, the emitter area should decrease, the base region thickness
should be decreases, and the overall doping level should increase for the emitter, base, and
collector.

The results of this scaling with the original photoBJT structure shown in Fig. 5.2 are
shown in Fig 5.9. In this calculation, the emitter area is kept constant, because we have
already scaled the emitter area to as small as can be reliably resolved with out existing DUV
lithography available in the nanolab. The scaling factor of 1.0 assumed an emitter/base
implant profile identical to that shown in the previous section with emitter doping of 6(1018)
cm�3 and base doping of 6(1017) cm�3, with a uniform n-type background concentration
of 3(1017) cm�3. The simulated f

T

for this configuration is 28 GHz. To approximate the
e↵ects of scaling, we then scale only the uniform background doping, since increasing this
will shorten the collector region, and also thin the base region. Thus the scale factor refers
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to the original background doping relative to simulated background doping. Thus a scale
factor of 0.5 has twice the background doping and a much thinner base due to the p-type
implant profile.

What can be seen is that as the background doping is increased, and the base thinned,
the f

T

rises dramatically, well over 40 GHz with a scale factor of 0.4. However, because
the geometry is not altered, but the collector doping has increased, the f

T

when simulated
using an optical input signal increases more slowly and plateaus at about 30 GHz. The
reason for this is that because the collector doping as increased, for a given voltage, the
base-collector depletion width is now narrower, so a larger percentage of the photocarriers
which are generated must now di↵use into the base rather than move by drift in the high
electric field depletion region. Additionally, because the doping level is higher, their mobility
has decreased as well. Overall this means that although the transistor itself is now faster with
scaling, the overall phototransistor is not any faster because the photocarriers are collected
more slowly. To overcome this, the thickness of the photoBJT could be decreased or the
overall width as well, but at the expense decreased absorption or dimmensions which are too
small to obtain with the DUV lithography equipment available in the nanolab.

As an alternative which is described in the next section, the transistor gain region can be
e↵ectively de-coupled from the absorption region, creating both a fast transistor with fast
photocarrier collection, to create an overall fast photoBJT.

5.6 De-coupling Gain from Absorption for Ultimate
Gain-Bandwidth

As has been done with avalanche photodiodes, where a separate absorption and multipli-
cation region are formed to increase the gain-bandwidth product while maintaining quan-
tum e�ciency[4], so can the gain and absorption region of a photoBJT be separated and
co-designed. Fig. 5.10 shows an example of this design, with a purely vertical junction struc-
ture in the center of the photoBJT, with very thin, 30 nm, base which is also highly doped,
a narrow, 100 nm, emitter, and a highly doped collector leading to an underlying silicon
sub-collector. While in general there is nothing extraordinary about this design, since it
appears very similar in structure and dimensions to advance SiGe BiCMOS BJTs[61], it is
what surrounds the transistor region that is more interesting.

By having a region surrounding the central transistor area which has only the base
and collector regions, we can have a large absorption area with fast photocarrier collection.
Specifically the example shows a thick, 300 nm, region with a highly doped base, and highly
doped sub-collector, but intrinsic germanium between them. This region looks almost iden-
tical to that of a vertical PIN, and since in active region operation, the base-collector is
reverse biased, photocarriers generated in this region will rapidly transit to either the base
of collector. Once in the base, where the holes are majority carriers, the base barrier in
the transistor portion of the device will lower, giving transistor gain. Because the primary
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Figure 5.10: Example photoBJT which has been highly scaled and exhibits a separate gain
and absorption region.

current path for electrons to travel to collector is through the vertical emitter/base/collector
region of the photoBJT which has been shrunk vertically, the electron transit time will be
very fast, leading to a high f

T

.
This can be summarized with a simple example simulation with this example structure,

which is shown in Fig. 5.11. The photoBJT is first simulated with an electrical input signal, to
estimate the f

T

of the device, which as has been shown previously will have some dependence
on the bias applied to the base. At the optimal bias, the f

T

peaks at about 120 GHz, with
a gain of 6 and a 3dB bandwidth of 20 GHz. When a similar electrical bias is applied to
the base, an optical signal is simulated by having uniform elctron-hole generation across the
device for 1 ps, creating an impulse, which can be converted to a frequency response using
an FFT of the collector current time signal. The extracted gain-bandwidth product is found
to be 108 GHz, showing that while the gain is still 6, the 3dB bandwidth only dropped to
18 GHz with an optical signal. While this is simply an example structure, and is largely
unoptimized for peak performance as a photoBJT, it does illustrate how the gain-bandwidth
product for a photoBJT can be made very fast while keeping dimensions of the structure
large enough for e�ciency optical absorption.

Finally, we can begin to imagine the upper limits of scaling on the photoBJT. By being
able to independently optimize the performance of the gain region of the photoBJT, we can
adopt the scale and doping levels used for the most ultimate performance BJTs published.
One publication specifically tries to examine the upper limits of performance for SiGeC
heterojunction BJT (HBT) technology, by simulating extremely scaled lateral dimensions
with very aggressively scaled vertical junctions with highly engineered doping and mole-
fraction grading of the Si and Ge components[2, 3]. Their results show rather impressive f

T

values well over 1 THz. Although not pure germanium and missing the necessary dimensions
for a reasonable absorption area, it is imaginable that modifications could be made to the
structure to turn it into a photoBJT without dramatically degrading its performance, giving
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Figure 5.11: (a) Shows the simulated RF performance of the example photoBJT with sepa-
rate gain and absorption regions. (b) Shows the gain versus frequency for the optimal bias
point with excited with an optical signal.

some insight into a possible upper limit of a highly scaled photoBJT. As a point of reference,
with a 1 THz gain-bandwidth product, such a photoBJT would be able to operate at a 100
GB/s bit rate with a gain of 10. The comparison between this theoretical upper limit, the
photoBJT simulation which was previously described, and our preliminary data are shown
in Fig. 5.12. A comparison with the state of the art APD is also shown.

5.7 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented several photoBJT designs, including a 32 GHz 3-terminal
photoBJT, which was simulated and fabricated, although the initial fabricated devices
showed that the emitter and collector were shorted, and additional calibration of the fabri-
cation process is needed. However a 2-terminal floating base photoBJT was produced which
was nearly identical in structure to the p-i-n photodiode in chapter 3, and which demon-
strated a gan x bandwidth product of 14 GHz. Finally we considered how to appropriately
scale a photoBJT, by separating the gain region from the absorption region, and an example
120 GHz photoBJT was simulated.

As we consider scaling the photoBJT in size to increase its performance, we must consider
the limits for how far it can be scaled, not only in terms of the electrical performance, but the
optical performance as well. Since germanium has a finite absorption length, eventually the
device will be scaled so aggressively that very little light will be absorbed. To combat this
issue, the next chapter focuses on creating a resonant cavity, coupled to a silicon waveguide,
to enhance absorption in very small germanium devices.
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Figure 5.12: Gain-Bandwidth plot showing the measured results so far of our photoBJT,
an example simulation of a future Ge photoBJT we could make, as well as a theoretical 1
THz photoBJT using the result from Schroter, et al[2, 3]. For comparison, the gain and
bandwidth data are shown for the state of the art Ge/Si APD[4].
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Chapter 6

Scaling to sub-fF Dimensions

While shrinking the physical dimensions of the photodiode will reduce its capacitance, doing
so can severely reduce the quantum e�ciency of the device by shrinking its absorptive area.
This is compounded by the fact that the most likely material candidate for the photodiode is
germanium due to its CMOS compatibility [88], however its absorption coe�cient is relatively
weak at 1550 nm [74]. The smallest capacitance photodiode currently reported is 1.2 fF with
a quantum e�ciency of nearly 67% [53], while a slightly higher capacitance diode, 2.4 fF,
has also been developed but with much higher, 95%, quantum e�ciency [89]. These are
also some of the fastest reported germanium photodiodes since reducing RC delay increases
overall speed [90].

Several methods have been used previously for enhancing the absorption in photodiodes
such as creating resonant cavities [91] and metal antennas [92, 93]. However the resonant
cavities previously described are still rather bulky, 130 fF capacitance [91], and rely on
normal incident illumination, while modern silicon photonics utilizes silicon waveguides for
light transport. The antenna coupled photodiodes, while having extremely low capacitance,
8 aF in one case, have extremely low quantum e�ciency (<1%)[92]. This is partially due to
issues related to pushing the limits of current fabrication, but also due to their fundamental
reliance on plasmonic modes, which utilizes electrical energy being present in the metal of the
antenna, which is extremely absorptive at optical frequencies. Metal-optic nanocavities can
be an alternative, which have recently been proposed for e�cient nanoscale lasers integrated
onto silicon waveguides [94–98]. By relying on dielectric modes using the metal as a reflector,
these cavities minimize metal losses, are extremely compact, and have been demonstrated
to couple well to waveguide modes.

In this chapter, I will describe two aluminum-clad metal-optic nanocavities which strongly
enhance light absorption in subwavelength germanium at 1500nm for sub-fF photodiodes.
Detailed designs and simulations for both cavities are reported, along with a detailed analysis
of their performance and design trade-o↵s using coupled mode theory. One design is for a
metal semiconductor metal photodiode, with a capacitance of <200 aF and 39% external
quantum e�ciency. The second is a p-i-n photodiode with capacitance <100 aF and 51%
external quantum e�ciency. Both of these designs can easily be imagined to be extended
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towards either a lateral npn phototransistor or vertical npn phototransistor respectively.

6.1 Tuning the optical cavity for optimal coupling

In order to optimize the structures for high quantum e�ciencies, we simulated the devices
using the finite di↵erence time domain (FDTD) solver CST Microwave Studio. Both germa-
nium and aluminum index of refraction and absorption coe�cient values were taken from
the Handbook of optical constants of solids [74, 99]. These values assume single crystal
germanium, and aluminum evaporated or sputtered under high vacuum. Both simulated
devices are air clad. To account for free carrier absorption associated with doping in the
p-i-n device, both the polysilicon top contact, and bottom silicon waveguide are given an
absorption coe�cient of 300 cm�1, which at 1500 nm, corresponds to a doping concentration
of 5x1019 cm�3 [85].

In calculating the quantum e�ciency of the device, we rely on two e�ciency measures,
⌘
abs

and ⌘
coup

, which are the internal mode absorption e�ciency and the external coupling
e�ciency, respectively. We define the quantum e�ciency as the product of the two. We
ignore in this analysis the internal electrical e�ciency, which can reduce the total extracted
photocurrent due to recombination from poor contacts, defect traps, and other imperfections
in the electrical design. In the entirety of this chapter, all mentions of quantum e�ciency
assume that all absorbed photons produce electrons and holes that contribute to photocur-
rent. Thus the reported quantum e�ciency describes the ratio of photons absorbed in the
germanium divided by the number of photons incident on device from the silicon waveguide.

The internal mode absorption e�ciency is calculated using coupled mode theory (CMT)
[100] to calculate the absorption for a given mode using the relevant Q-factors. Starting
from the CMT picture, let a be the mode amplitude in the resonator, and s+ the incident
wave amplitude. CMT allows us to describe the time varying mode energy[100] in Eqn. 6.1.
The terms in the di↵erential expression are respectively the phase procession of the mode,
loss through re-radiation and absorption, and energy input through the waveguide. ⌧

rad

and
⌧
abs

are respectively the radiation rate of energy into and out of the cavity and absorption
rate by the cavity. These can be written as a quality factor using the relation 1/⌧ = !/Q.

da

dt
= j!0a�

1

2

✓
1

⌧
rad

+
1

⌧
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◆
a+

r
⌘
coup

⌧
rad

s+ (6.1)

Assuming a single frequency excitation at resonance, the equation can be solved for the
steady-state solution, da

dt

= 0, with the following expression of modal energy with

|a|2 =
⌘

coup

⌧

rad

|s+|2

1
4

⇣
1

⌧

rad

+ 1
⌧

abs

⌘2 (6.2)

Note that by definition P
inc

= |s+|2, and so the absorbed power can be written as
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From inspection it can be seen that in order to maximize absorption by the cavity,
Q

rad

= Q
abs

since 1/Q = 1/Q
rad

+ 1/Q
abs

. This matching of radiation and absorption
quality factors can be thought of as analogous to matching impedances in a circuit for
maximal power transfer. Now we can write the expression for absorption e�ciency in terms
of the power absorbed by germanium over the total power absorbed by the structure, such
as by the germanium and the metal.

P
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In the expression, Q�1 = Q�1
rad

+ Q�1
metal

+ Q�1
Ge

, and Q�1
abs

= Q�1
metal

+ Q�1
Ge

. The internal
mode absorption e�ciency is then given by Eq. 6.5.

⌘
abs

=
4Q2

Q
Ge

Q
rad

(6.5)

To extract each Q-factor, the signal ring-down is calculated and absorptive loss is succes-
sively added. First the radiation Q-factor is calculated with a simulation where all materials
are made artificially lossless. The metal Q is calculated from the same simulation which has
been run again but with a realistic absorptive aluminum metal. The total Q of that simula-
tion is the reciprocal sum of the radiation Q and the metal Q. Finally the germanium Q is
calculated by running a third identical simulation with both metal loss and absorptive loss
from the germanium. The total Q in that simulation is the reciprocal sum of the radiation
Q, metal loss Q, and germanium absorption Q.

To obtain the external coupling e�ciency, an additional simulation is run where instead
of sending the excitation through the waveguide, an point-dipole emitter is placed within
the cavity to excite the cavity mode, and the optical power leaving through the waveguide,
P
wg

, is calculated and compared with the amount of optical power leaving to total simulation
space, P

tot

such that ⌘
coup

= P
wg

/P
tot

. In this calculation, all materials are made artificially
lossless. Thus the quantum e�ciency, disregarding current extraction, defect traps, and
other electrical imperfections, is the product, ⌘ = ⌘

abs

⌘
coup

.

6.2 Lateral contacted cavity design

The proposed device, shown in Fig. 6.1(a), shows the metal clad cavity sitting on top of a
terminated silicon waveguide. The primary feature seen is that the entire cavity is coated in
aluminum, excepting a thin strip removed from the sidewalls and top, forming two electrically
isolated metal walls which function as the contacts for the device. It sits on a 400 nm x 220
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Figure 6.1: (a) 3-D drawing of the proposed device showing the metal-clad box sitting on
the terminated input waveguide. Splitting down the center of the waveguide shows (b) the
interior components of the cavity and device can be seen.

nm silicon waveguide on oxide. The waveguide couples evanescently through the bottom of
the cavity. Figure 6.1(b) shows a cut-away running through the middle of the device along the
waveguide. A small (400 nm x 400 nm x 180 nm) block of germanium is the absorber for the
photodiode. The dimensions of the germanium are what primarily determine the cavity mode
and the resonant wavelength. The split metal walls contact the top of the germanium directly
for photocurrent extraction. The germanium can be undoped for a metal-semiconductor-
metal photodiode, or laterally doped for a p-i-n photodiode. Surrounding the germanium on
the sides is a thin (100 nm) layer of oxide, which isolates the mode in the germanium from
the metal, reducing the metal absorption losses. Finally, the silicon nitride spacer controls
the coupling between the waveguide and the cavity mode. By changing the thickness of this
layer, critical coupling can be achieved, optimizing the absorption. This spacer can also be
oxide, however silicon nitride was chosen for fabrication considerations. In both cases, it is
possible to obtain relaxed and defect-free single-crystal germanium on this layer by rapid
melt growth [73], which has been demonstrated to be relatively easy and reliable [52, 62]. To
incorporate rapid melt growth, an island of silicon, electrically and optically isolated from
the device, would be needed to act as the crystal seed. The removal of the excess germanium
and seeding region would be a required part of the fabrication.

Figure 6.2(a) shows the cross-sectional mode profile of the proposed MSM photodiode
structure seen in Fig. 6.1. The electric energy density is presented in dB scale to show the
strong enhancement of the field intensity inside the germanium region with respect to the
incident light in the waveguide. In the case shown the quantum e�ciency is calculated to
be 36% for a resonant wavelength of 1530 nm. In addition it can be seen that very little of
the electric field extends into the metal.

The fundamental transverse-electric (TE) mode is operated in a given dimension, which
originally has the doughnut electric-field profile, as shown in Fig. 6.2(b). Specifically the
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Figure 6.2: (a) Shows the electric energy density of the resonant mode. (b) Electric field
profile with completely enclosed metal box. (c) Electric field profile with the metal gap
parallel to the waveguide, and (d) perpendicular to the waveguide.

electric field is strongest in a doughnut ring around the interior of the germanium block. The
electric field lines are parallel to the edge of the cavity. Because the germanium is electrically
insulated from the silicon waveguide, all electrical contact must be made to the top or sides
of the germanium. We examine the e↵ect of separating the metal walls of the cavity to form
top electrical contacts. In Fig. 6.2(b), the metal coating with no break is shown, and the
mode is radially symmetric. In Fig. 6.2(c), the same mode is shown but with the break in
the metal placed parallel to the waveguide, which causes the field to be enhanced parallel
to the waveguide. This results in much poorer coupling between the waveguide and cavity
mode, since the electric field lines of the cavity mode are mostly pointing perpendicular to
the waveguide which leads to huge phase-mismatching. To fix this, the split in the metal
is placed perpendicular to the waveguide, as shown in Fig. 6.1(a), and is the orientation
used for the remainder of the paper. This orientation, shown in Fig. 6.2(d), enhances the
electric field in the direction perpendicular to the waveguide, which is the same orientation
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as that of the waveguide mode, which greatly enhances the coupling e�ciency of the cavity
by creating a better mode overlap. Two key parameters are examined in investigating both
how to optimize the device as well as fabrication tolerances. Specifically these are the nitride
spacer thickness, which controls the coupling strength to allow for critical coupling, and the
spacing between contacts, which is a more critical issue for fabrication.

The primary consideration is in Q-matching the structure such that the radiation and
absorption rates of the cavity are made equal. This is the very same concept used to create
critical coupling in ring resonators to waveguides [101]. It is assumed the majority of the
radiation is due to the coupling with the waveguide structure. Since the coupling distance
is controlled directly by the thickness of the nitride spacer, altering this dimension in turn
controls the radiation Q. Figure 6.3 shows the variation of the spacer layer thickness and its
e↵ect on radiation Q, absorption Q, and the overall quantum e�ciency. It can be clearly seen
that at the intersection of the radiation and absorption Q curves, the quantum e�ciency
reaches its peak of about 36%. In this case all other dimensions are as shown previously in
Fig. 6.1(b). It should also be noted that as the spacer thickness becomes extremely thin,
the cavity is over coupled to the waveguide, and the mode is not well defined, leading to
less overall absorption and thus the higher absorption Q values. Once the cavity reaches
critical coupling or under coupling, the absorption Q values remain relatively unchanged
with respect to the spacer thickness. Overall this shows that the spacer thickness is fairly
important to the proper coupling of the cavity mode, and that eliminating the spacer layer
entirely would severely reduce the quantum e�ciency.

It should be noted that the spacer material does not need to be nitride. For example,
silicon oxide can be used instead, allowing the use of much more common GOI substrate in
fabrication. However because oxide has a lower index of refraction than nitride, the optimal
oxide thickness will be less (150 nm). A secondary e↵ect is that the cavity resonance blue-
shifts, requiring a change in the germanium dimensions to maintain a resonance at the desired
wavelength.

One other consideration is the separation between the contacts. Shown in Fig. 6.4(a)
is a variation of both the nitride spacer thickness and the contact separation. The total
quantum e�ciency is plotted, showing peaks due to critical coupling from the appropriate
spacer thickness value. What can be seen is that while the quantum e�ciency does increase
slightly with a smaller gap and decrease slightly with a wider gap, overall the e↵ect is that
of a few percent in total e�ciency, a total 4% change with a 150nm variation in the gap
dimension. More importantly the critical coupling condition does not change appreciably.
This is encouraging for two reasons. One is that it shows the gap can be made rather wide
to allow for lower capacitance. For a 200 nm gap, the structure is calculated to have a
total capacitance of 200 aF. If the gap is decreased to 100 nm, the capacitance would then
double to 400 aF, while further reduction in the gap would only further increase the device
capacitance. This increase in capacitance would negate the original purpose of the metal
cavity design, that of creating a high quantum e�ciency but extremely low capacitance
photodiode. The other reason is that fabrication of such a device requires careful patterning
of the sidewalls as well as that of the top. A slight variation in the gap, either on top, or on
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Figure 6.3: Simulated quality factors and total quantum e�ciency for a variation in the
nitride spacer thickness demonstrates the critical coupling e↵ect in this structure.

the sides should not greatly a↵ect the optical performance.
Another large point of variation in the structure is that of the germanium dimensions.

Figure 6.4(b) shows the variation of length of the germanium block, while all other dimensions
are kept constant. What is shown is that as expected the resonance red-shifts when the
dimensions are lengthened, and blue-shifts when shrunk. The e↵ect is rather linear, and a
line of best fit can be applied to give an expression relating the resonant wavelength with
the dimension. The fit shows that the cavity dimensions are roughly a half-wavelength of
the resonant wavelength. This emphasizes that the resonance is the fundamental mode of
a dielectric cavity and that the metal is simply acting as a reflector rather than creating a
plasmonic mode.

6.3 Vertical contacted cavity design

The device drawn in Fig. 6.5 is very similar to that of the MSM structure with a few noticeable
di↵erences. Primarily, the device assumes vertical doping of the germanium, which requires
contact through the bottom. By utilizing selective germanium growth on silicon, which
has recently been developed to produce almost defect free germanium [53, 102], the bottom
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Figure 6.4: (a) Simulated quantum e�ciency plotted against spacer thickness and metal
gap. (b) Resonant wavelength versus the lateral germanium dimensions, showing how the
wavelength can be tailored.

contact can in fact be made by the silicon waveguide. In order to make contact without
disturbing the incoming waveguide mode, the waveguide is extended laterally from under
the germanium region where aluminum is deposited on doped silicon, much like a truncated
version of the waveguide integrated germanium photodiodes seen recently [53]. The metal
box surrounding it is unbroken, and contacts the germanium indirectly through a poly-silicon
layer, which serves to both isolate the mode from the metal and enhance the coupling to the
cavity.

The dimensions of germanium are comparable to the previous design as seen from Fig. 6.5.
One key di↵erence is the increased germanium thickness. Because there is no longer an oxide
or nitride layer separating the germanium from the waveguide, it must be much thicker than
before to prevent overcoupling to the cavity. The oxide surrounding the Ge is 80 nm, and
the metal is 150 nm thick, however it should be noted that with this design the metal can
be as thick as desired, the only requirement being thicker than the skin depth. Finally the
silicon contacts on the side of the device are 400 nm wide and about 750 nm long. It will be
shown later that the length of these contacts is critical to the device performance because
they act as additional waveguides for the cavity to couple to and thus much be chosen with
care. Finally since this device is designed to be a p-i-n structure, both the germanium and
the silicon must be doped, and since high doping are required for good contact, the free
carrier absorption of silicon will begin to play a role in the device performance.

The p-i-n design has the same doughnut mode, whose electric field profile is identical to
that of Fig. 6.2(a). However there are a few key di↵erences which are displayed in Fig. 6.6.
Primarily the coupling e�ciency is much higher (>60%) compared to the MSM cavity for
two reasons. In the MSM cavity, the light is radiated both through the gap between the
metals, and through the base into the substrate. Thus much of light escapes before it can be
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Figure 6.5: (a) 3-D drawing of the vertical p-i-n photodiode showing aluminum metal totally
enclosing the active germanium. (b) A cut down the center of the input waveguide shows
the internal cavity with top and bottom silicon contacts, while (c) a slice in the substrate
plane reveals the lateral cavity dimensions as well as the side silicon contacts.

captured by the cavity mode. With the p-i-n design, there is no gap in the metal, eliminating
one form of coupling loss. Because the p-i-n design has silicon waveguides on the side of the
cavity for electrical contacts, a portion of the light that would enter the substrate actually
couples into these waveguides, as in Fig. 6.6(b). If these contact waveguides are properly
designed, this light when reflected back from them will couple very well to the cavity mode
and is in a sense recycled. Further coupling improvements would likely require asymmetry
in the oxide cladding on the sides of the cavity [94], something which is not realistic with
present fabrication technology. Another important aspect seen in the p-i-n cavity is that
the majority of the mode is present in the upper portion of the germanium. This is very
important from a practical standpoint since with the current germanium growth technology,
the first 50-100 nm of germanium grown on silicon is typically quite poor and thus would
have many defect states present [53]. This defective layer of germanium could be doped so
that it is not a part of the intrinsic absorbing layer.
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Figure 6.6: (a) Side-profile of the electric energy density in dB scale. (b) Electric energy
density slice with electric field vectors showing similar doughnut mode. (c) Electric energy
density of slice of the device showing the side silicon waveguide contacts.

To match the absorption Q for critical coupling there needs to be a way to adjust the
radiation Q of the cavity. In the MSM design this was achieved with the nitride spacer
thickness, however in the p-i-n design, there is no spacer between the germanium and silicon
waveguide. In this case both the poly-silicon top contact and the total germanium thickness
control the radiation Q such that increasing the germanium thickness will increase the radi-
ation Q, shown in Fig. 6.7. What makes this more complicated than in the MSM design is
that the total germanium dimensions are strongly tied to the resonance wavelength. Making
the germanium thicker will red-shift the wavelength. Thus care must be taken to properly
choose the length and width dimensions so that the proper radiation Q can be obtained
at the desired wavelength. The fact that the length and width dimensions can alter the
wavelength is shown in Fig. 6.8(b).

Additionally as in the MSM device, the cladding thickness strongly a↵ects the coupling
and the amount of mode overlap with the metal. A thinner cladding will provide better
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Figure 6.7: Matching the absorption and radiation Q by altering the germanium thickness.

coupling e�ciency but at the cost of higher electric field penetration into the metal and thus
higher metal loss. Thus a middle ground must be achieved between the two. For this cavity
at 1500 nm wavelength that is about 80 nm.

As was previously mentioned, the length of the contact waveguides strongly a↵ects the
coupling e�ciency in with the cavity. Specifically, the cavity also couples to these waveguides,
and thus light from the input waveguide that does not immediately couple to the cavity mode
with spread into these side waveguides. If their length is properly chosen, when this light
reflects back from the end of them and reaches the cavity again, it will couple into the cavity.
However if when the light makes its return trip from the end of the side waveguide it does
not overlap with the mode then destructive interference will occur dramatically reducing the
coupling e�ciency. This is shown in Fig. 6.8(a). Taking this into account, it can be seen
that by matching the Q factors, and choosing the proper contact length the p-i-n device can
easily achieve over 50% quantum e�ciency from simulations.

For a true p-i-n device, the polysilicon top contact, and underlying waveguide must both
be heavily doped to allow good contact resistance. In the simulations it is assumed both
silicon structures are doped to 5x1019 cm�3, which gives a free carrier absorption of about
300 cm�1 at 1500 nm wavelength [85]. The excess loss caused by this doping was lumped
into the Q

metal

loss term, and indeed factors into the Q matching of the structure. However
as can be seen from the electric energy density in Fig. 6, compared to the germanium itself,
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Figure 6.8: (a) Simulated quantum e�ciency as a function of the silicon contact length
dimensions as well as (b) how to tune the resonant wavelength by changing the germanium
lateral dimensions.

very little energy is present in either part of the silicon. Combined with the fact that the
germanium has an absorption coe�cient of 2000 cm�1 at 1500nm, there is very little net
e↵ect from the silicon doping at these levels. Comparative simulations show a 2-3% increase
in total absorption e�ciency when the free carrier absorption is removed from the silicon
in the structure. Additionally the reality of the film quality of the aluminum can a↵ect
absorption performance. In general, evaporation and sputtering can produce very smooth
films, but aluminum is known to form a 2-5 nm interfacial oxide under even high vacuum
conditions [99]. The e↵ect of this thin Al2O3 layer between the aluminum and SiO2 cladding
the germanium is minimal. Aluminum oxide has a negligible absorption coe�cient at 1500
nm, and the index of refraction (n=1.75) is comparable to SiO2 (n=1.45). To design for such
a layer, one would deposit 3-7 nm less SiO2 around the device. However such considerations
would need to be calibrated against specific aluminum deposition systems.

6.4 Summary

Two di↵erent but similar metal cavity designs were presented here. The first was a split
metal cavity, which allows for a lateral doping and contact scheme, with very low capacitance
(< 200 aF), and high quantum e�ciency (39 %). The second design was for a device where
vertical doping and contacts are utilized, which would give lower capacitance (< 100 aF)
and higher quantum e�ciency (51%). In either case, although the examples given were
for a germanium photodiode, as was shown in the previous chapters, this could also be a
germanium gate on a silicon body MOSFET or a germanium photoBJT depending on the
doping of the germanium and the underlying structure of the silicon. In either case, this
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accounts for silicon waveguide coupling, which will be needed to be incorporated in a silicon
photonics platform. More importantly, while it may seem excessive to perform this level
of engineering to extract slightly more absorption from a small block of germanium using
metal, it is important to consider that when scaling the size of the photodetector, the metal is
going to be present regardless for electrical contact purposes. It is thus important to consider
then how the shape of the metal used for electrical connections can positively enhance the
performance of the device rather than degrade its performance.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Outlook

The previous chapters established the guidelines for implementing a highly energy e�cient
receiver by first examining a simply circuit model, pointing to the capacitance of the pho-
todiode, and the length of the wire connection between it and the receiver amplifier as the
bottleneck to ultimate sensitivity. By shrinking the photodiode and tightly coupling it to
the first transistor stage, a highly sensitive, and thus low energy per bit receiver should be
achievable. Silicon photonics was presented as a viable platform for this type of tight integra-
tion, not only because it lends itself towards tight integration of electronics and photonics,
but also because entire photonic systems and their components have been demonstrated.
To utilize this technology, and to achieve the tightest integration possible, this work has
advocated for a germanium phototransistor design on silicon photonics.

To obtain high quality germanium on silicon photonics, the rapid melt growth technique
has been presented, which allows for very thin, high crystal quality germanium to be grown
on oxide. A germanium photodiode, wrapped around the silicon waveguide was shown to
demonstrate the germanium quality and validate the fabrication process. The diode was
found to have 6 nA of dark current, 0.95 A/W responsivity at 1550 nm, and 4 fF of total
capacitance. The photodiode was found to be transit limited and with narrower designs
operated at well over 40 GHz. All of these characteristics demonstrate a photodiode which
meets or exceeds currently reported germanium photodiodes on silicon photonics.

The first phototransistor design envisioned was a germanium gated photoMOSFET,
which has the advantages of being immediately implementable in standard MOS-based
circuits. A 1 x 8 µm gate dimension photoMOSFET was fabricated and measured, and
demonstrated up to 18 A/W responsivity with up to 2.5 GHz bandwidth. While the design
had been previously proposed, there had been no demonstration of such performance yet.
Although it was found the gain is nonlinear with input power, this may not be an issue if
the circuit surrounding it is properly designed. Also because it is a typical MOSFET design
other than the gate material, standard CMOS scaling rules can be applied, which was shown
in simulation to dramatically improve responsivity and bandwidth.

The germanium bipolar phototransistor was seen as a device more likely to give both a
high gain-bandwidth product and good linearity of gain. Several designs were presented, and
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a floating base phototransistor was fabricated and demonstrated a 14 GHz gain-bandwidth
product. The scalability of the germanium photoBJT was analyzed, and found that ex-
tremely high gain-bandwidth products in excess of 120 GHz can be achieved through having
separate gain and absorption regions of the phototransistor. Scaling with these designs in
mind could lead the photoBJT to overtake the avalanche photodiode in overall sensitivity
and performance for future optical receivers.

Finally the issue of how physically small the germanium photodetector can be shrunk was
addressed, since there is a finite absorption length, and eventually the device will become
so small that the sensitivity gains from reduced capacitance will be eroded by the reduction
in quantum e�ciency of light absorption. Two metal cavity designs were described and
simulated for both a lateral and vertical contact scheme, both of which would be coupled
to a silicon waveguide. It was found in both cases, that a germanium photodiode could be
fabricated in both cases with capacitance near 100 aF and quantum e�ciency of over 50%.
These cavities could equally be applied to either the germanium gate photoMOSFET or the
germanium bipolar phototransistor as well.

In looking forward into the future, many directions present themselves. Because germa-
nium devices will need to be thinner and more compact overall, the defect density near the
germanium silicon interface for traditional epitaxial growth will become an increasing con-
cern. Thus RMG may become a viable alternative, and as such it should be further explored
and optimized for better uniformity, increased crystal quality, and ways to provide vertically
contacted devices rather than just the laterally contact devices presented in this work.

The photoMOSFET may be further explored in the avenue of shrinking the gate dimen-
sions and reducing channel length to increase speed and responsivity, although the speed
may eventually be limited by the recombination lifetime within the germanium gate. One
more interesting possibility would be to design an optical inverter circuit by creating both
NMOS and PMOS complimentary photoMOSFETs, where the light would switch the output
voltage digitally from o↵ to on instead of relying on a nonlinear photocurrent gain.

The separated gain and absorption photoBJT is an extremely interesting device, and
should be further explored through optimizing the design in simulation for faster gain-
bandwidth products, and to actually realize the device through fabrication. Because the
design lends itself to existing BiCMOS BJT designs, another interesting future route would
be to create a germanium photoBJT sensitive to 1310 nm or even 850 nm light using an
existing BiCMOS foundry process.

With either phototransistor, it would also be interesting to scale the germanium down to
aF scale dimensions and utilize the metal nanocavity to resonantly enhance absorption for
the ultimate low capacitance detector. This would then enable experimental testing of the
sensitivity gains from low capacitance photodiodes tightly connected to a transistor.

Ultimately when any of these scaled phototransistor devices are successfully fabricated
and tested, the most important test will be to determine their true sensitivity improvement.
This would involve purchasing a commercial transimpedance amplifier (TIA) and wirebond-
ing it to the fabricated device to create a more complete receiver circuit. Eye diagrams and
bit error rate testing should be done, as well as some testing at elevated temperatures to
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demonstrate performance even if the device were packaged into a computer case.
Overall this is just the start of very exciting work on new ultra-sensitive photoreceivers

for ultra-low power optical interconnects. The explosion of future data centers and high
performance computing will further drive the need for the development of these advanced
technologies, and their development should have an enormous impact on the future of com-
puting.
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Appendix A

Calibration and Setup of
Optoelectronic S21 Measurement

All of the reported high speed measurements were performed with a network analyzer. Be-
cause the measurement is a relative response measurement, the calibration and setup of the
measurement are very important to obtaining accurate results. This appendix will give spe-
cific details for the setup, calibration, and correction of the obtained S21 spectra for the p-i-n
photodiodes, but can be extended to any frequency measurement described in this work, or
for future measurements of photodetectors.

A.1 Setup and Calibration

Figure A.1 shows an overview schematic of the network analyzer setup. The basic setup
involves the network analyzer (PNA), an external laser and modulator, and an RF probe for
contacting the photodiode device under test (DUT). The external fiber laser is first connected
to a polarization controller which is then connected into the electro-optic modulator. The
modulator is polarization sensitive, and thus the polarization must be rotated to align it
with the desired axis of the modulator. In this case we used an agilent tunable fiber laser,
and an EO space 40 GHz LiNbO3 intensity modulator. The output of the modulator is then
connected to an optional erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) which is used to boost the
optical signal if needed. The output of the EDFA then goes through another polarization
controller to align the polarization to that of the grating coupler on the silicon photonics
chip.

Port 1 of the PNA is connected to the RF input of the EO modulator, which applies the
small signal input to modulate the optical output of the modulator. A DC bias is applied
separately to the modulator, and the output power of the modulator is monitored with
the EDFA as the DC voltage is adjusted, so that it is half of the maximum output power.
Because there will be some drift associated with the modulator, it is important to monitor
the average output power level of the modulator and adjust the DC bias as necessary to keep
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Figure A.1: Block diagram of the measurement setup for the S21 measurement.

the power close to half the maximum. This is the ’crossing point’ of the modulator, and it
is where its output is most linear with respect to applied voltage.

The DUT photodiode is probed with an RF probe, which has a coaxial connection that
connects directly to port 2 of the PNA. In order to provide DC bias to the photodiode as
well, a bias T is needed, but in this case, the PNA has a built-in bias T, and so the DC bias
from a voltage supply is connected to the back of the PNA, where the DC connection for
port 2 is located.

It is very important when making connections with coaxial connectors to use the torque
wrench to tighten all connections to the appropriate tightness. This not only prevents
damaging the connectors from over-tightening them, but more importantly it prevents having
the connections be too loose. Even when connects are deemed ’finger tight’, there can be
a small gap remaining between the connectors, which creates an impedance mismatch and
can result in reflections and ripples in the measured spectra.

Next the system must be calibrated so that we are only measuring the relative response
of the DUT and not that of the modulator or RF cables. To do this we use a commercial
photodiode, in this case a U2T 70 GHz photodiode, which accepts a single mode fiber on
one end and a coaxial connection on the other, with separate DC bias contacts. The fiber
at the output of the EDFA is connected to the diode, and the coaxial cable connected to
the RF probe is connected to the diode as well. The DC bias is applied to the specifications
of the diode. Then a ’thru’ calibration is performed, which measures the response of the
system and makes it flat across frequencies. The fiber and RF cable are then reconnected to
the DUT.
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When performing the calibration and measurement, at times the signal may not be very
strong, and so to reduce noise in the measurement, typically several traces are taken and
averaged together. Additionally, if there is a lot of random noise present, a small amount of
smoothing may also be applied to the resulting spectra.

A.2 Extracting the 3dB Frequency

One we have obtained an S21 spectrum, we must add in the frequency responses which are
not a part of the measured photodiode device, and which were not accounted for by the
calibration. Namely the response of the RF probe was not accounted for with this type
of calibration, so the probe response, which is generally documented when the probe is
purchased, needs to be subtracted from the measured S21. Additionally when calibrating
the system, we inadvertently removed the frequency response of the calibration photodiode
as well. In order to correct for this, we must add back the response of the commercial PD,
which can be obtained from the data sheet that comes with the PD when it is purchased.

S21,DUTPhotodiode

= S21,measured

� S21,RFProbe

+ S21,CalibrationPD

(A.1)

To extract the 3dB frequency, because the spectrum is generally noisy or there may be
ripples, a fit should be applied to the data. While given a purely RC response, it is well
known the analytical function that describes frequency response, in a real device there may
be multiple poles, and the response can be more complicated. To deal with this, it is much
simple to apply a polynomial fit to the spectrum and extract the 3dB point from the fitted
curve. Typically a 3rd or 4th order polynomial does a good job of capturing the overall
shape of the spectrum, both at high and low frequencies, while still cutting through any
noise or ripples present in the data.

A.3 Impedance mismatch and spectral ripples

If there is some impedance mismatch between the 50 ohm probes and system, reflections can
occur, which will present themselves as ripples in the resulting S21 spectrum. If ripples are
seen, it is important to first check that all of the coaxial connections are properly tightened
with the torque wrench, and if any are loose, to tighten and re-perform the thru calibration.
If this has all been checked, then the ripples may be due to impedance mismatch with the
DUT, which was seen with devices in this work. While the polynomial fit can accurately
extract the 3dB frequency even in the presence of these ripples, they are not intrinsic to the
device itself, and may not be desirable if publishing the raw spectra. To correct for this, we
make use of a post-processing technique employed in another paper[62]

What can be seen in Fig. A.2 are the spectra for the photodiodes mentioned in Ch. 3.
These phodiodes were impedance mismatched with the RF probes, and so the spectra had
ripples in them. Because the photodiodes were nearly identical and their impedance was
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Figure A.2: Example of S21 spectra containing ripples due to impedance mismatch of the
device.

nearly identical, the same ripples are seen in each curve for each device. To alleviate this, a
polynomial fit is applied to one of the spectra. Which spectrum is fitted is not importance.
The residuals are then extracted from the fitted curve, and the residuals are then heavily
smoothed to remove any of the noise from the measurement itself, and all that is left should
be the spectrum of the ripple itself. This can be seen in Fig. A.3.

The residual is then subtracted from each of the measured spectra, and the result are
the spectra with the ripples removed, which can be seen in Fig. A.4. The extracted 3dB
frequency is not a↵ected.
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Figure A.3: Example of ripple from impedance mismatch which has been extracted from
measured S21 spectra.

Figure A.4: Example of S21 spectra which have had the ripples from impedance mismatch
removed.
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Appendix B

PhotoBJT Runcard

Step # Tool Step Recipe/
Details

Params Comments

0 lam8 PM Etch 120 nm
etch

OE-2 sec,
ME-30s

Ran one wafer
through ASML and
recognized PM marks

1.1 svgcoat Resist coat ”1-1-1”
1.2 asml FE layer 8 mJ ran matrix, and exam-

ined under SEM. 8 mJ
gives center waveg-
uides 510 nm width in
PR, get slightly wider
towards edge of wafer.

1.3 svgdev develop ”1-1-9”
1.4 uvbake hard bake U
1.5 lam8 full etch ME - 60s,

OE-10s
1.6 matrix resist strip
2.1 svgcoat Resist coat ”1-1-1”
2.2 asml PTE layer 15 mJ ran matrix, and exam-

ined under SEM. 15
mJ gives ridge waveg-
uides 495 nm width in
PR, 50/50 duty cycle
GC.

2.3 svgdev develop ”1-1-9”
2.4 uvbake hard bake U
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Step # Tool Step Recipe/
Details

Params Comments

2.5 lam8 partial
etch

ME - 12s Measured etch rate
with dummy silicon,
measuring depth with
olympus. 60 nm tar-
get depth.

2.6 matrix resist strip
2.7 msink6 pirhana 10 min
2.8 msink6 HF dip 10 s 25:1 HF
2.9 tystar2 oxidize 2dryoxa 1000C @

14min, 5
min anneal

measured on
nanospec: 20nm

3.1 svgcoat resist coat ”1-2-1”
3.2 asml GSE layer 20 mJ
3.3 svgdev develop ”1-1-9”
4.1 msink7 oxide etch 10:1 BHF 1.5 min dummy wafer clear af-

ter 40s, let soak for an-
other 40s to make sure
all oxide gone.

4.2 msink1 resist strip prs-3000 30 min
5.1 msink8 pirhana 10 min
5.2 msink6 pirhana 10 min
5.3 msink6 HF dip 25:1 HF 10 s
5.4 tystar20 Ge dep sigenucf.20 seed: 300

mTorr,
100 sccm
of Si2H6,
350C for
7.5 min,
Dep: 600
mTorr,
88 sccm
of GeH4,
350C for
60 min

5.5 tystar11 LTO 11sulton 15s Measured on
nanospec: 18 nm

6.1 svgcoat6 resist coat ”1-2-1”
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Step # Tool Step Recipe/
Details

Params Comments

6.2 asml GPD layer 10 mJ ran matrix
and looked
in LEO.
EbaseD
measured
1.25 µm

6.3 svgdev6 develop ”1-1-9”
6.4 uvbake hard bake U
6.5 lam8 Ge etch rwgoing Ge 10s oxide

break-
through,
60s main
etch

oxide breaks about
10s into main etch,
Ge endpoint starts
40s, and ends 50s,
leaving about 10s
of overetching. Mea-
sured oxide after etch,
and overetching eats
about 5nm of oxide.

6.6 matrix resist strip
7.1 msink7 hf dip 20 s
7.2 msink7 h202 5 min @

50C
strip Ge
to rework
wafer with
new Ge.
Need Ge
coating
waveguide
during
back-
ground
implant.

7.3 msink6 pirhana
7.4 tystar11 LTO 6.25E-2 measured

35 nm.
Re-coat
waveguide
without
consuming
more Si

8.1 svgcoat6 resist coat ”1-2-1”
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Step # Tool Step Recipe/
Details

Params Comments

8.2 asml GSE layer 20 mJ
8.3 svgdev6 develop ”1-1-9”
8.4 msink7 oxide etch 10:1 BHF 1.5 min
8.5 msink1 resist strip prs-3000 30 min
9.1 msink8 pirhana 10 min
9.2 msink6 pirhana 10 min
9.3 msink6 HF dip 25:1 HF 2s
9.4 tystar20 Ge dep sigenucf.20 seed: 300

mTorr,
100 sccm
of Si2H6,
350C for
7.5 min,
Dep: 600
mTorr,
88 sccm
of GeH4,
350C for
60 min

9.5 tystar11 LTO 15s measured:
18 nm

10.1 innovion
implant

11.1 svgcoat6 resist coat ”1-2-1”
11.2 asml GPD layer 10 mJ ran matrix

and looked
in LEO.
EbaseD
measured
1.25 µm

11.3 svgdev6 develop ”1-1-9”
11.4 uvbake hard bake U
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Step # Tool Step Recipe/
Details

Params Comments

11.5 lam8 Ge etch rwgoing-
Ge

10s oxide
break-
through,
60s main
etch

oxide breaks about 10s
into main etch, Ge
endpoint starts 40s,
and ends 50s, leaving
about 10s of overetch-
ing. Measured ox-
ide after etch, and
overetching eats about
5nm of oxide.

11.6 matrix resist strip
12.1 svgcoat6 coat ”1-2-1”
12.2 asml GCL 9 mJ
12.3 svgdev6 develop ”1-1-9” swab clean

pm marks
with ace-
tone

12.4 msink7 hf dip 10:1 BHF,
20 s

use
dummy
to verify

12.5 msink7 h2o2 5 min @
50C

actually
removed
GCL layer
and used
blanket
resist.
Coverage
not good
with GCL
mask and
dummy
wafer
had Ge
structures
removed

12.6 matrix resist strip
12.7 msink7 10:1 BHF 20 s remove all

oxide from
top of Ge
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Step # Tool Step Recipe/
Details

Params Comments

13.1 msink1 svc-14
clean

13.2 tystar11 LTO 30 min,
SULTON

measured
345 nm
LTO

13.3 rtp4 RMG rwg1050.rcp verified Ge
is melted

14.1 lam6 LTO etch 29 s, main
etch

measured
65 nm
after dry
etch

14.2 msink7 10:1 BHF 1 minute used
dummy
to verify
etch was
finished.

15.1 msink6 25:1 hf 10 s
15.2 tystar11 LTO 5 s Measured:

20 nm with
nanospec.

15.3 msink7 10:1 BHF 1s Thinned
LTO down
to 4-5
nm, mea-
sured with
nanospec.

16.1 svgcoat6 resist ”1-2-1”
16.2 asml GEP 20 mJ checked

with LEO
16.3 svgdev6 develop ”1-1-9”
16.4 uvbake hard bake prog U
16.5 innovion

implant
check
notes for
implant
energies
and doses

16.6 matrix resist strip
17.1 svgcoat6 resist ”1-2-1”
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Step # Tool Step Recipe/
Details

Params Comments

17.2 asml GEN 20 mJ checked
with LEO

17.3 svgdev6 develop ”1-1-9”
17.4 uvbake hard bake prog U
17.5 innovion

implant
check
notes for
implant
energies
and doses

17.6 matrix resist strip
18.1 msink1 svc-14 10 min pre-

furnace
clean

18.2 tystar11 11SULTON 23.5 min measured
with
nanospec:
278-284
nm

19.1 svgcoat6 resist ”1-1-1”
19.2 asml CON 21 mJ checked

with LEO
19.3 svgdev6 develop ”1-1-9”
19.4 uvbake hard bake prog U
19.5 lam6 oxide etch 29 s main

etch, 6 s
overetch

calibrated
main-etch
rate with
blanket ox-
ide wafer,
10 nm/s

19.6 matrix resist strip
20.1 mrc944 metal rwgtial

recipe
expected
50 nm Ti,
350 nm Al

21.1 svgcoat6 resist ”1-2-1”
21.2 asml MET 11 mJ checked

with LEO
21.3 svgdev6 develop ”1-1-9”
21.4 uvbake hard bake prog U
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Step # Tool Step Recipe/
Details

Params Comments

21.5 lam7 metal etch Main etch 45 s Al etched 20s mark,
and Ti etched 25s
mark. 20s of overetch-
ing removes 100 nm
of LTO but want to
clear sidewalls of any
remaining metal.


